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Language Houses Struggle for Members MIT Cable
Provider

By Kathy Un
ASSOCIATE

NEWS EDITOR

In a year when the dormitory
selection process was turned on its
ear, language houses saw a significant drop in the number of new residents and had problems retaining
freshmen who did join.

The houses, French House, German House, Russian House, and
Spanish House, are working with
the administration and their firstyear housemasters to discuss the
freshman housing lottery system,
which they see as the source of their
recruitment problems.

HIreally think the administration
is fucking us over," said ven H.
Chilton '05, German House president. 'First they fucked over the
frats, and now they're fucking over
the dorms and cultural houses," he
said. The administration is trying to
homogenize the MIT student body

I
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Erik Garcia 'OS of Gennan House takes advantage of an unoccupied French House bedroom converted
Into a study room. Because of a lack of residents In the language houses, many rooms have become
vacant. (The study room has since been closed because of an unrelated dispute about use of the room.)

by not supporting dormitory and
fraternity rush, he said. "A huge part
of our culture is b ing able to fmd
your niche," especially within the
unique Jiving communities, Chilton
said.
Others have found the administration more helpful. Administrators
have offered to help the cultural
houses develop strategies to attract
more students in the future, said
Michael J. Childress '05, president
of ewHouse.
'

Bou e f ce r cruiting crisis
Overall, the four language houses had fewer freshmen interested in
joining their houses this year, as
well as a harder time retaining the
freshmen that did join.
One problem was the lack of
extensive personal interaction
between current residents of the language houses and prospective freshmen before the freshmen were
asked to choose where they would
like to live.
Edgar A. Torres '04, one of
Spanish House's rush chairs, said
that a 10-minute phone conversation
with a prospective resident is far
from the equivalent of the hour or
Language Houses, Page 10

Group Urging Walkout Event Regulations Force
To Protest Iraq Invasion 'Bad Taste'to Start Early
"People at MIT feel socially
responsible for the war. We are a
MIT's No War Coalition is part of military research and proadvocating a campus-wide anti-war jects. We're an institution for mak. walkout should the United States ing better bombs. So when Bush
invade Iraq.
decides to drop those bombs on
If a war begins, 300 participants innocent people, we have a say
have pledged to walk out of classes - against it," said Jeff Duritz G, a
~
at 11 :30 a.m. on the following
member of the coalition. "People
y; school day and congregate in front tend to assume that MIT is not
of 77 Massachusetts Ave. They then socially conscious. We're trying to
plan to join a larger rally at Govern- expand people's consciousness and
ment Center, according to the No try to introduce the idea that its ok
War Coalition Web site.
to be against war," he said.
The rally will include anti-war
"We're not people to commit to
coalitions 'fr'om area universities
registered discontent. We need to
including Harvard University,
express a serious, deliberate
Boston College, Boston Universi- response," said Aimee L. Smith
ty, Simmons College, Wellesley
PhD '02, a member of the MIT
College, and Northeastern Univer- Social Justice Cooperative.
sity. Similar protests will be held
on other campuses across the MIT community responses vary
country.
The coalition has received varied
The group is holding a drive to responses from the MIT communisolicit pledges to walk out of class- ty.
es. Currently, over 300 MIT stu"There's a mixed feeling from
dents have pledged to walk out of professors. Several professors
classes, said Stephanie Wei Wang pledged and many donated the
'03, a member of the coalition.
fmancial support to us, and some
are speaking at the rally. Others
Members feel responsible
are more hesitant," said Julia K.
The members of the MIT No Steinberger G, a coalition memWar Coalition are determined to be ber.
heard.
Wang said some professors have
"Last time MIT students got discussed the possibility of a notogether to rally, it was very effec- penalty policy for participants in the
tive. People really paid attention. walkout. .
MIT receives a lot of military
"We are planning in the event of
funding; we're here to say that a war; we're not sitting around waitwe're not cogs for war. We're not ing for war. to happen. We'll be
going to let this happen," Wang heading a variety of events," said
said.
Gan GolanG.
By Jla Xing

• UA

Elections

Electronic
voting for
this year's
UAelections
begins
Thursday.

By Marissa Vogt
STAFF REPORTER

MIT regulations
regarding
events on campus will force the
Chorallaries' annual Concert in Bad
Taste to change its traditional midnight start time and will limit when
people can begin lining the halls
outside 10-250 to reserve a spot for
the show.
Chorallaries President Ross 1.
Runnion '04 said' that the major
change this year is moving from the
traditional 11 :59:59 p.m. start to
9:59:59 p.m. to accommodate an
MIT regulation that registered
events on campus conclude by 1
a,m.
MIT event guidelines (available
at http://web. mit. edulcampus-activi-

that he had "not been involved in
any discussion" about the enforcement of regulations surrounding the
concert.
Runnion said that the group
received word that complaints about
last year's concert had been filed
with the MIT Police through a ''very
anonymous chain of information."

Bankrupt;

CNN,M7V
Go Blank
By Beckett W. Sterner
ASSOCIATE

NEJYS EDITOR

MIT Cable no longer carries
popular channels including MTV,
ESPN and C N after its content
provider declared bankruptcy.
The free basic service for channels 6 through 36, including network television and the MIT cable
channels, were unaffected by the
outage, which began on Feb. 28.
Although the monthly rate for
the remaining channels in the subscription service dropped from
$24.99 to $13.99, so far 70 out 369
"living groups" such as individual
students and floors in dormitories
cancelled their service, said Randall
W. Winchester, Team Leader of
MlT Cable Television.
Because MIT's content provider,
WS et, was the only companyoffering a digital subscription-based service for uni
ities, it is unlikely a
replacement company will be found
in the short term, Winchestersaid.
.Jerry Barnes, president of Falls
Earth Station, Inc., the intermediary
between MIT and WSNet, said that
the new $13.99 monthly fee for the
reduced number of channels "just
barely covers [expenses] if I was
providing zero programming."
Few replacement option open
WS et was the "sole source" in

Bad Taste, Page 11

Cable, Page 13

ties/guidebook/regulations.html)

state that events must conclude by 1
a.m. and that organizers should
"should schedule the music or perfqrmance to conclude by 12:45
a.m."
Additionally, students will not
be allowed to line up to wait for the
concert until the close of business
on Friday. "In the past, people have
begun to line up anywhere from a
day to four days ahead of time,"
Runnion said. Last year, he said,
people began lining up on Wednesday afternoon.
"This year ... they're not going
to let people camp out in the hallway because of the proximity [to
offices]," Runnion said, "namely
President Vest and the people who
work in that area."
President Charles M. Vest said
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Christopher
Reeve, star of the Superman series of films,
speaks at the 2003 Harvard-MIT Conference on Neuroscience
last weekend. Reeve sharply criticized PresIdent Bush's policy towards stem cell research and therapeutic cloning.

EWS

Fall depledge and inter-dormitory transfer numbers are a first
measure of impact of new rush
system.
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WORLD & NATION
Russian
Safeguards
North Korean Jets Intercept
Found Lacking
U.S. Plane over Sea of Japan .
Anus

THE WASHI

GTO

POST

WA HINGTO

A decade-long U.S. effort to safeguard stockpiles of Russian
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons is faltering because of
bureaucratic obstacles, federal auditors warn in a draft report that
faults leaders in both countries.
The problems already have delayed the destruction of thousands
of Soviet-made chemical weapons, while raising the risk that nuclear
bomb components or deadly genns could fall into the hands of terrorists, the General Accounting Office concludes in a report due to be
released to Congress this week.
The United States has spent $6 billion since 1992 to help Russia
destroy or secure Cold War-vintage weapons. But basic security
improvements still have not been made at dozens of Russian military installations
where more than 60 percent of the country's
weapons-grade uranium and plutonium are kept, the GAO found.
The biggest obstacle is Russia's continuing refusal to let U.S. officials visit the facilities where the upgrades are to take place, the
report says.

By _Bradley Graham
and Glenn Kessler
THE WASHINGTON

THE BALTIMORE

POST

Four
orth Korean fighter jets
intercepted a U.S. Air Force reconnaissance plane in international airspace over the Sea of Japan early
Sunday, U.S. officials said Monday,
calling the action a serious provocation.
The incident was the first hostile
act by North Korean aircraft against
a U.S. plane since the 1960s and
came amid mounting
tensions
between the two countries over
North Korea's intensified pursuit of
nuclear weapons.
According
to a Pentagon
account, an RC-135S aircraft on a
"routine mission" about 150 miles
off the coast of North Korea was
approached by two North Korean
MiG-29 fighters and two other
orth Korean aircraft thought to be
MiG-23s. The North Korean planes,
which were armed, "shadowed" the
American plane for 22 minutes,
starting at 10:48 a.m. local time
(8:48 p.m. Saturday EST), the Pen-

Death Penalty Still Option
In Teen's Sniper Case
SUN
FAJRFAX. VA

A request by lawyers for teenage sniper suspect Lee Boyd Malvo
to have Virginia's death penalty law declared unconstitutional was
denied Monday by a Fairfax County circuit judge, clearing the way
for the possibility of execution ifhe is convicted of capital murder.
The ruling by Judge Jane M. Roush was expected by the defense,
which is building a record for appeals, and prosecutors.
"The Supreme Court of Virginia has rejected exactly the arguments that were just made," Commonwealth's
Attorney Robert F.
Horan Jr. said, noting that the state's 1977 death penalty law has not
been overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The challenge was one of 13 defense motions, most of which were
addressed Monday.
Roush approved hiring a psychologist and three investigators for
the defense - but not the five sought by Malvo lawyer Michael S.
Arif. They will be paid by the state. Roush also agreed to limit the
uniformed officers in the courtroom to avoid leading jurors to tb.41k
that Malvo is unduly threatening.

'Light Benches' Project Chosen.

To Honor 184 Pentagon Victims
By Elizabeth levin
LOS ANGELES

TIMES
WASHINGTON

Capital One CFO Resigns,
Faces SEC Charges
THE WASHINGTON

POST

Capital One Financial Corp., one of the country's biggest credit
card issuers, said its chief financial officer resigned after the Securities and Exchange Commission staff told him he could face -civil
insider-trading charges.
The SEC staff notified David M. Willey that they will recommend
the commission file a lawsuit against him, alleging he sold shares of
Capital One ahead of a public announcement last summer that drove
the stock down 40 percent.
"We're in the midst of a constructive dialogue with the SEC
staff," said Willey's attorney Richard Morvillo. "We hope to be
able to persuade the staff that any charges against Mr. Willey would
be unwarranted, but if the SEC decides to proceed with the case
we're prepared to take this one the distance and defend this rigorously."
Capital One officials, after releasing a statement on his resignation
Monday, declined to comment on the matter, according to spokeswoman Liz Mather.

mal diplomatic relations, but they
traditionally exchange protests at
Freedom House, a building for
meetings at Panmunjeom,
on the
demilitarized zone between North
and South Korea.
"It's a very serious incident," a
senior defense official said. "Our
indications
are that it wasn't an
accidental event."
According to another official, the
North Korean pilots were in close
radio contact with controllers on the
ground. When they came alongside
the American
plane, the North
Koreans could be seen motioning to
the U.S. crew.
"They were trying to get us to fly
to North Korea," the official said.
The Americans ignored the signals
and stayed on course.
"It is a dangerous game to be
playing" because of the chances of a
misstep or miscalculation by one of
the pilots, a third official said.
The United States regularly flies
intelligence-gathering
missions in
northeast Asia to monitor North
Korean military activities.

tagon account said.
The orth Korean aircraft closed
to within 50 to 400 feet of the U.S.
plane, defense officials said, and
were flying at the same altitude as
the four-engine RC-135S. At least
one of the North Korean planes
directed its radar to identify the U.S.
aircraft as a target and may have
"locked on," a step just short of
shooting a missile, defense officials
said. But none of the planes fired.
After the North Korean aircraft
turned away, the U.S. plane aborted
its mission and returned unharmed
to its home base at Kadena Air
Base on Okinawa.
Pentagon
spokesmen said they had no indication that U.S. fighter jets had been
scrambled to protect the reconnaissance plane.
Commenting on the North Korean action, several U.S. officials
appeared stunned by its audacity.
They said the Bush administration
was still mulling a formal response,
adding that it was likely the Uni ed
States would lodge a protest.
. The two countries have no for-

The 184 people who died at the
Pentagon in the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks will be cOlllliiemorated by
benches and pools of light honoring
each victim, the Department
of
Defense announced Monday.
An II-member
committee,
selected by the Pentagon, chose
"Light Benches,"
by New York
architects Julie Backman and Keith
Kaseman, from 1,126 entries submitted by an international group of
designers.
"It's a contemplative design in
its conception, which I think means
that it will put people in the appropriate state of mind," said Terence
Riley, the committee chairman and
chief curator of design and architecture at the Museum of Modem Art
in New York.
The memorial will be built by
the Pentagon renovation team on a

Harold Brown, a former secretary of defense and a member of the
selection committee, said he wanted
a design that would "memorialize
the individuals
who died in the
attack and .. , somehow represent
the survival, _the prevailing of the
U.S.A."
Jim Laychak, one of two family
members of victims on the committee, said he wanted the final design
to honor the memory of his brother,
David, an Anny budget analyst, and
all the other victims.
"I like that it is a collective
memorial, but still has an individual
feel to it," Laychak said. "In an elegant way, the memorial tells the
story of what happened at that place
at that time."
The decision on the Pentagon
memori~il comes less than a week
after officials in New York City
chose a design by Berlin architect
Daniel Libeskind
for 'the World
Trade Center site.

2-acre site near the spot where
American Airlines Flight 77 plowed
into the western face of the building. Its scheduled dedication is Sept.
11,2004.
Each of the 184 benches will be
engraved with a victim's name and
cantilevered over a pool of light.
Clusters of trees will be planted to
provide shade for visitorS.
The benches will be positioned
according to the age of the victims,
progressing from the youngest, age
3, to the oldest, age 71. The names
of the 125 military and civilian
workers who died will be inscribed
so that the Pentagon is their backdrop. The names of the 59 passengers and crew members aboard the
Boeing 757 jet will be placed with
the sky' as their background.
The construction of the memorial, which is estimated
to cost
between $4.9 million and $7.4 mil-lion, will be funded by donations to
the Departmen~ of Defense.
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STAFF METEOROLOGIST

March got off to a rough start this week, with heavy rain and high winds
this weekend, followed by bitterly cold temperatures yesterday. Midweek
wil1 see a return to more seasonable weather, but with the rapid changes
characteristic of this fickle month. As the arctic high which presided overBoston yesterday moves out to sea today, the winds will shift to the south,
bringing milder temperatures with highs tomorrow making it into the upper
40s F. However, rain-showers throughout the day on Wednesday will usher
in another cold front by t~morrow evening. This front wil11eave in its wake
cooler temperatures and windy conditions that will persist through the end
of the week.
The extended range forecast for the second week of March calls for continued colder-than-average temperatures, with higher-than-normal precipitation. Will March go out like a lamb, or will winter hold on into April? The
long-term forecast for the entire month of March is uncertain for the Boston
area, so we'll just have to wait and see.
Extended

forecast

Today: Warmer, partly sunny. Highs around 35°F (2°C).
Tonight: Cloudy, chance of rain, temperatures in lower 30s F (-1°C).
Wednesday:
Windy with showers, highs in the mid to upper 408 F
(8°C). Overnight clearing with lows near 25°F (-4°C).
Thursday: Increasing cloudiness, continued winds, highs in the lower
30s F (O°C).
Friday: Gradually clearing skies, windy, highs in the mid 30s F (1°C).
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u.s. Commander

Claims Thrkey
Not Essential for Iraq Offensive

By Pete, Baker
and Thomas E. Ricks
THE WASHINGTON

POST
CAMP DOHA, KUWAIT

The U.S.' ground commander
who would lead an invasion of Iraq,
Anny Lt. Gen. David D. McKiernan, said Monday he was prepared
to attack ''with or without Turkey,"
asserting that a full-fledged northern
front is not critical to defeating
President Saddam Hussein's forces.
McKiernan, who leads all U.S.
and British groWld forces assembled
here awaiting otders to move north,
said he remained hopeful Turkey
'would relent and accept troops on
its soil for a northern front. But he
said the outcome of an offensive
against Hussein did not hang in the

balance.
"From an operational standpoint,
with or without Turkey, if the president makes a decision, the military
will be ready," McKiernan said in
an interview at his headquarters
here. "If a decision is made to conduct combat operations, when you
put together all the pieces of air,
grOWld, maritime, special operating
forces, I will tell you it will be more
than a one-direction
effort and it
will be an effort that comes at the
time and location of our choosing."
The Pentagon had hoped to send
as many as 62,000 troops to Turkey,
including the An~y' s 4th Infantry
Division. But the Turkish parliament refused permission in a vote
Saturday, despite promises of bil-

lions of dollars in grants and loans
in return.
Officials in Turkey's ruling party
said Monday the government might
seek a second vote but called for a
bigger aid package to persuade
reluctant members of parliament.
Signaling plans to insert combat
forces directly into northern Iraq in
case Turkey's parliament holds to
its refusal, the Pentagon asked the
Turkish government about flying
troops through Turkish airspace,
sidestepping the controversy about
stationing troops on Turkish soil.
''That is going to be discussed in
the hours and days ahead," Osman
Faruk Logoglu, the Turkish ambassador to the United States, said in an
interview with The Washington Post.

Inspectors Overlooked Flammable
Walls in Nightclub, Reports Show
By Michael Powell

.heavy metal band Great White shot
off pyrotechnics and ignited a fastmoving fire that consumed the 50For three years, fire inspectors
year-old nightclub and left 98 dead
visited the Rhode Island nightclub
that exploded in fire two weeks ago
and 180 people suffering
from
without noticing the highly flammasmoke and bums. It was the fourthworst such nightclub fire in the
ble polyurethane foam covering the
walls of the roadhouse.
~
nation's history.
The band insists it had permis. City inspection reports released
sion from club owners, a fact denied
Monday in West Warwick reveal
by one owner, Jeffrey berderian.
that fire inspectors spotted a number
of smaller violations - a fire extinRecent attention has focused more
guisher due for service or an exit
on the decision by Derderian imd his
sign not working - but never combrother and partner, Michael, to put
mented on the egg-crate insulation
cheap insulation on the walls.
Inspectqrs believe the flammable
put on the walls to muffle the sOWld
insulation acted like dry tinder, as a
of heavy metal bands.
video shot that night shows flames
Town manager Wolfgang Bauer
crawling the walls and mnping
did not return phone calls Monday.
During a ,Feb. 20 c'oncert, the- across the ceiling. A state grand jury
THE WASHINGTON

POST

is reviewing
the case and will
resume hearings Tuesday.
Set along a small commercial
strip but backing onto residential
lots, the nightclub had long drawn
complaints from neighbors who said
the sound of the bands rendered a
good night's sleep impossible. In
May 2000, West Warwick Police
Chief Peter Brousseau told club
owners that their entertainment
license would not be approved if the
club did not address its noise problem, the Providence Journal reported.
The next month the brothers put
up the flammable insulation. But
Michael Derderian's attorney, Kathleen Haggerty, told the Associated
Press on Monday that the brothers .
had no idea it was dangerous.
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Boxer Offers Bill Seeking EPA
Standards for Perchlorate by 2004
WS ANGELES

TIMES

U.S. Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif, introduced legislation Monday
that would require the Environmental Protection Agency to develop
quickly new public health standards for perchlorate, a toxic rocketfuel component that has infiltrated water supplies used by about 20
million people in many parts of the United States.
The lower half of the Colorado River, which furnishes drinking
water to California, Nevada and Arizona, is tainted with perchlorate
from a former Nevada rocket-fuel factory.
Perchlorate can affect the thyroid and has been linked by government scientists to numerous health problems, including cancer.
The EP A is working to develop new health guidelines for perchlorate, but not fast enough, according to some environmental groups
and municipal water agencies. Boxer's bilI calls for the EP A to put
standards in place by next year - much sooner than the agency's
current plans.
"Perchlorate is a clear and present danger to California's public
health," said Boxer who noted that Wlder its current timetable, the
earliest the EPA could set new standards is 2006. "We can't wait to
address this threat. EP A needs tp get moving and protect our drinking
water sooner rather than later."

Imclone Founder
Admits Tax Evasion
NEWSDAY
NEW YORK

ImClone Systems Inc. fOWlder and Martha Stewart pal Sam Waksal pleaded guilty to federal charges Monday, admitting he evaded
paying $1.2 million in New York sales tax on nine fine art paintings.
"The information in this case demonstrates this really wasn't
about art, it was about greed," U.S. Attorney James Corney said,
"because Mr. Waksal could well afford to pay the taxes on these
paintings."
Waksal, appearing in federal court in Manhattan, faced a COWltof
conspiracy and wire fraud. He admitted he had the $15 million in
paintings from an unnamed gallery shipped to his Manhattan apartment while the bills were sent to a New Jersey ImClone office.
"He's getting hit in more than the pocket," Corney said. "You'll
have to come to the sentencing."
Last year, Waksal, 55, pleaded guilty to six of 13 COWltSon which
he was indicted, admitting he had committed insider trading after a
Food and Drug Administration source tipped him that government
regulators would not approve ofImClone's cancer drug, Erbitux.
The former ImClone chief pleaded guilty without a cooperating
agreement with the government. Prosecutor Michael Schachter
warned Waksal his office was pursuing allegations that he had tipped
off others, who then dumped ImClone stock.

•
http://gsc.mit.edu.

GSC Meetings:
3/5 Wed 5.3Op.m. General Council Meeting (GCM)
3/6 Thurs 5:3Op.m. Orientation
.3/6 Thurs 6:30p.m. Graduate Student News
.3/11 Tue 5:30p.m. Activities
3/12 Wed 5:3Op:m~,Housing & Community Affairs
3/18 rue 5:30p.m. Academics Research and Careers

GSC Institute Awards
Graduate Teaching Awards (for each school)
Frank E. Perkins Award for Excellence in Graduate Advising
Edward L. Horton Fellowship Award
Irwin Sizer Award for Most Significant Improvement to MIT
Education .

Deadline for Nominations: March 21, 2003
http://web.mitedulgsc/www/CommitteeslARC/Awardslawards2003.html

Email gsc~request@mit.edu for details!
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Becau e Piu A. Uzamere '04 and Jacob W. Faber '04 have
distingui hed them elve a the candidates who will most deftly
but assertively represent the interests of undergraduates, The
Tech chooses to endorse them for
President and Vice President of the
Undergraduate Association.
Uzamere and Faber offer a
combination of qualit.ies that make them superior leaders in
campus politics. Their platfonn reflects a nuanced consideration
of the concerns that affect students on an everyday basis, such
as financial aid reimbursement timeframes, in addition to those
issues that traditionally gain attention. They've proposed a
detailed, workable, and cost-sensitive plan for a daytime
SafeRide service, and they seek to address questions of card use
policy, campus dining, and coordination between the UA, the
Interfraternity Council, and the Panhellenic Association.
Besides possessing a more than sufficient grasp of MIT
undergraduate issues, Uzamere and Faber alone have shown the
vision and initiative needed to assess the serious questions facing the undergraduate community. Faber's work on ILTFP
demon trates that his pledge to fix Donn Rush is not idle talk.
Fraternities will benefit from Uzamere and Faber's campaign to
slow the elimination of fraternity subsidies. Although it will

likely not be resolved this year, the candidates' attention the
campus egregation problem demonstrates their insight, as does
their push for better relationships between MIT and the press.
With a visible and assertive style, this ticket is a departure
from past UA leadership that make it harder for administrators
to impose their spasmodic whims upon students. While past
leaders have worked almost exclusively behind the scenes, with
varying efficacy, that too often means that student interests are
quashed.
Faber and Uzamere will not sit quietly in the face of such'
attempts. They have shown a desire to react to campus concerns
through thoughtful action rather than backroom conversation.
Uzamere has taken on the burden of watchdog over SEVIS, the
federal international students monitoring system. Fabeihas
founded a popular Web discussion forum and has played an
important role in the resurgence ofILTFP. They express their
care for this place through their actions, not through their seats
on a laundry list of committees.
The next year will demand strong leadership from undergraduates. Importing inexperienced Greeks from Boston is not
the best solution; neither is looking to the current stale, unimag-.
inative leadership. Uzamere and Faber, though, earn our
endorsement not by default, but by their merit.

STAFF
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Dissents are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the editor are welcome. Electronic submissions are
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Hard
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397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, or sent by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All submissions are due by 4:30 p.m.

two days before the date of publication.

Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and phon~ nwnbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be print~d anonymously without the express prior
approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. once submitted,
all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be returned.
The Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.

To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone nwnber is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure
whom to contact, send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu,
and it will
be directed to the appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the
World Wide Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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Speak Freely
understand their true meaning yet still use
them to stifle healthy dissent, discussion,
and debate.
For those of you relatively unfamiliar
Until a couple weeks ago, few Americans
had ever heard of Manhattanville
College.
with Smith's story, now is probably a good
time to let you know exactly why she decidThough set in prosperous Westchester County
ed to turn her back to the American flag, and
about 30 minutes from
ew York City, the
who better to explain that than Smith' herself.
small liberal arts school remained hidden from
In an eloquent three-paragraph
statement
the public eye. Until, that is, the national
released to the press, Smith fully exposed her
media got wind of the actions of one Toni
thought process, writing, "For some time
Smith.
now, the inequalities tha~ are embedded into
Smith, a senior at Manhattanville and a
the American system have bothered me. As
captain of the women's basketball team, has
they are becoming progressively worse and it
recently garnered vast amounts of attention
is clear that the government's priorities are
for her actions prior to each game she plays.
not bettering the quality of life for all of its
Unlike just about every other person in the
people, but rather on expanding
its own
gym (teammates, coaches, qpponents, fans,
power, I can no longer, in good conscience,
mascots, and more), Smith refuses to face the
salute the flag."
American,flag
dur.ing the playing of the
Ok,. now that you have been exposed to
natio~a1 anthem.
.
Smith's stance on the flag, forget it. Trust me,
while Smfth has been engaging in -this
there is a point here, and it doesn't involve my
routine for quite some time, it was only
insanity. Never mind that you agree with her
recently that it spread among the media. But
or disagree with her. Prevent yourself from
spread it did. Soon after the first story was
wondering what you would do in the same'sitpublished, Toni Smith found herself the subuation. Now ask
ject of articles and reports
yourself whether
in outlets ranging from
you
respect
CNN to the Philadelphia
Smith's right to
Daily News. Though the
not face thl,': flag,
sociology
major
had
and
hether ' or
intended her protest to be
not you think that
nothing more than a peraction should be
sonal political statement, it
considered patrihas ended up causing a stir
otic?
across the nation, eliciting a
If you're like
variety of reactions and
many Americans,
debates far from the closeyou might think that Smith is about as patriknit Manhattanville campus.
otic as one of Osama bin Laden's underSo what, you ask? Isn't this just another
lings; that it what is so tragic about the curoverblown construction
of the media that
rent political climate. Ever since the Sept. II.
should, be allowed to entertain us and stimuattacks, the notion that patriotism and dislate us for a short while before leaving our'
sent are two mutually exclusive terms has
collective conscious? There's no problem
spread wide. Consider when Politically
. with concerned citizens criticizing Smith's
Incorrect television host Bill Maher said on
misguided actions, is there?
his show that the attacks may have been
Wrong, wrong, and wrong. The response
by large segments of the American pu!>Jic. consistent with certain justifiable political
motives. Soon after, Maher got the ax from
and the national media to the story of Toni
ABC
allegedly' unpatriotic
comments.
Smith has been thoroughly frustrating and
Now think about all of those blanket statedisheartening.
It is time that this country
:woke up to ,the great corrupti,on' of the most . ments made by politicians and everyday citizens alike' tlfin- in' a-time -of crisis, tg.Jhe
pasic values upon which it i!;:~!!t 'and that
effect that it is our patriotic duty to give our
words like "patriotism" and "freedom" cease
president and our nation our full support and
to be cheapened
by people who fail to

VivekRao

•

YOu might think that 1bni
Smith is about aspatriotic '
as one of Osama bin LAden ~
underlings.

backing. Finally, ponder the perplexing case
of mith.
In the circus atmosphere that has accompanied her in recent weeks, Smith has
received a wide array of jeers and criticism.
In a game against Mount St. Mary's, opposing fans waved small flags and sang "God
Bless America." Then, in a contest versus the
United States Merchant Marine Academy,
midshipmen chanted "USA" and "Leave our
country."
Later, in a poll conducted
by
ESPN.com, over 70 percent of all respondents suggested that they disagree strongly
with Smith's methods, regardless of their
opinions of her views.
This cannot be activity the Founding
Fathers had in mind when they penned the
Constitution over two centuries ago. If they
had some clairvoyant
inkling of Smith's
actions, they no doubt would have wanted her
dissenting opinions to be respected and tolerated, even if they were also assailed in debate.
After all, it was dissent against England rather
than blind allegiance to the monarchy that
spurred on the American Revolution
and
paved the way for the founding of the United
States.
There are some out there who will learn
of Toni Smith and ~onc1ude just. one thing:
Toni Smith is unpatriotic because she does
not face the American flag-her
own country's flag- during the national anthem. But
true patriotism
is not simply a matter of
waving a piece of cloth or singing a song;
instead it is a matter of fundamentally supporting this nation's founding principles. In
the case of the United States, it is largely
about respecting fellow citizens' inalienable
rights and liberties, none of which is more
powerful than freedom of speech. After all,
there is no better society than one comfortable with the free and unhindered expression
of dissent.
So the next time you think about criticizing a Toni Smith for turning away from the
flag or expressing views contradictory to those
of the American government, do not label her
unpatriotic, but instead congratulate her for
being so dedicated to her beliefs and willing
to share them in a peaceful manner, and pat
,yourself on the back for helping to create an
atmosphere
that fosters such dissent and
healthy protest. Then, you will truly be an
American patriot.

European Irrelevance
Basil Enwegbara

•

Since the end of the cold war, nations
around the world have become very concerned
about America's military buildup and how the
U.S. exerts power with that buildup. Most
frightening to most of these nations are not the
threats of military might aI!d pressures of economic power that accompany this buildup that
consume over $400 billion annually, but America's rising role as the world's sheriff and its
international unilateralism.
The question many are asking is, who is it
whom America is truly competing with and! or
afraid of that forces us into the present defense
spending? Is it Russia, no longer interested in
any confrontation
with America since the
demise of the Soviet Union? Or should it be
China, a country now more interested in economic growth than military expansion? I don't
see that it is. Who then? It's not Europe, when
European citizens cherish building socialism,
not weapons. In fact, everything that matters in
today's Europe is how to revive and reclaim the
present economic and political power from
America.
Without any Russian threat, Europeans now
seek a EuroPean way different from America's.
All a gulf war presents is the opportunity to
truly showcase a Europe ready to confront
America on the economic and political battlefield in decades ahead. France and Germany
are already counting the euro as one of their
weapons. They are certain that without weakening if not replacing the dollar as the sole currency for all international trade and finance,
there is little Europe can do to level the economic playing field. Britain's refusal to use the

euro seems to be counted as more American
handiwork designed to undermine European
reemergence.
This currency war is now shifting to the control of oil around the world. America's invasion
of Iraq is believed to be an attempt to force
Europe into a secondary position' in the scramble for oil. But Europe's leading analysts are
warning European governments about the economic conSequences if Iraq stops success in this
war: whoever controls Iraqi oil wealth wins this
scramble. America feels it has the military
might and the argument of disarming Iraq as a
way to be in charge in Iraq. France and Germany, for their own part, believe that exploiting

VVhat will happen to NATO if
the invasion of Iraq takes place
without France and Germany?
international diplomacy and global public opposition will yield them that power. Even the
Russian position is not neutral. But Russia can
perhaps not afford to be a spectator, given its
multi-billion dollar interests in Iraqi oil and
infrastructure development, currently yielding
hundreds of millions of dollars of profits annually.
Encountering all these diplomatic roadblocks built by France and Germany in conjunction with Russia and China is frustrating to
Washington. Government leaders like Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld are expressing
their anger to France and Germany, seen as the

"Old Europe," even though the so-called ''New
Europe" is only made up of countries seeking
American dollars.
The Gulf nations are not left out in fierce
opposition to America. Among Arab nations
and the oil-producing nations in the Middle
East, the fear that the invasion of Iraq will not
only further destabilize the already fragile Middle East but also hasten the demise of OPEC is
strong. If the U.S. controls and sells Iraqi oil to
itself, the days of OPEC are likely numbered.
These possibilities force one to wonder
\V~ether the current 'debates about the war with
Iraq are missing a vital argument. Nearly everyone seems to agree on the pros and cons of this
potential war but at the same time fail to discuss
what happens after the war is won.
One important question is what will happen
to NATO if the invasion of Iraq takes place
without France and Germany. Mightn't it
degenerate into European countries withdraw-jng from NATO and demanding removal of
American military bases in Germany and
Europe? What if the weakening of the United
Nations triggers its demise and forces likeminded nations to look for an alternative to the
U.N. without the American membership?
It is in Americas best interest for its politi:"
cians and government leaders to carefully
weigh these questions before embarking on a
war that most people around the world strongly
oppose. Diplomacy remains the best weapon for
resolving complex world problems. Those who
are against war are not simply anti-American;
they deserve attention, just like the hawks. We
all know that war is to be left to t~e generals
alone. We must hide the truth that the war on
terrorism is going to be severely hurt without
the international coalition built after Sept. 11.

Have a lot to say?
Write Opinion for The Tech!
Call 3-1541 or stop by W20-483 and ask for Andrew or Ken
or e-mail opinion@the-tech.mit.edu.
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Uncivilized
Arabs
AtifQadir
Arab nations hate democracy. They are
run by dictatorial powers bent on building
their own glory ~nd producing their largest
export, hate. This is the truth; all you would
need to do to learn so is take a glance at the
blue posters dotting the MIT campus. They
advertise "Mideast Elections ahd International
Politics: A Series of Panel Discussions." Listed with blaring exclamations of "cancelled-no
elections" are a group of Arab nations spanning the entire political spectrum. All are
labeled identically, obfuscating the truth and
encouraging the development of the popular
anti-Arab stereotypes. Worse, though, is that
for at least six of the eight nations listed, the
"elections cancelled" comment is either a lie
or a proud and open expression of ignorance,
assuming that the advertisement is referring to
all elections. (It is unclear whether presidential and/or legislative
elections were the
intended targets.)
The MIT Students for Israel, the group
organizing the event, declares on the poster
that Libya, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Yemen,
Kuwait, Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon all cancelled
their elections. Beginning with Saudi Arabia,
the only nation in the group which has never
had a representative democracy, this is untrue.
Elections have never occurred in the nation,
so it is impossible for them to have been "cancelled." In this nation, the current scion of the
House of Saud, King Fahd, has held both the
throne and the office of Prime Minister since
1982. Saudi Arabia has no parliament, nor are
political parties allowed in this totalitarian
nation, though there is an appointed consultative body of 90 members called the Majlis asShura. This makes it all the more strange that
the nation is continuously courted by Israel's
most important ally, the United States.
Libya and Iraq, the American government's long-term bogeymen, and Syria and
Kuwait, are better. Libya is led by Muhammar
Khadafi, the de facto leader since 1962, and
has a general congress tllade of party-less
appointees. The second has had an unelected
executive as well since 1979, though its government-controlled multi-party legislature was
last elected in 2000 and is due again in 2004.
Kuwait's government is formed by royalists
and current prime minister who has been in
office since 1978 was chosen by them. There
are legislative elections, but only governmentsponsored candidates are allowed to run. The
next is due for July of2003.
Syria has a legislative body which was due
for reelection in 2002, so elections have in fact
been suspended in this nation. The president,
who is appointed by the legislature for a fouryear term, was last chosen in 2000. Egypt and
Yemen both have elected legislative bodies
that are on schedule for reelection in the coming years. Although they are dominated by the
official parties who form the government, a
number of non-governmental
parties hold
seats. Like all the previously
mentioned
nations, Egypt has an appointed executive, but
Yemen has a president that was elected in
1999 by the people for a seven-year term.
Lebanon has a multiparty elected legislative body independent of a government-sponsored group. Although the President and Q.ther
top offices are not directly elected by the people, there are seats reserved for the three major
religious groups, preventing domination by the
most 'populous group. In a letter to MITSI
from Rep. Michael Capuano, D-Mass., posted
last Tuesday, Feb. 25 in The Tech, Capuano
comments on the Israeli supreme court's reinstatement of Arab candidates for upcoming
elections who suffered attempts at removal
from the ballot, saying that "It is hard to imagine a court elsewhere in the region accomplishing anything comparable." The statement
gratuitously stereotypes Israel's neighbors as
uncivil raCists; Capuano fails to realize, of
course, that a governing body in the region has
done a lot more than kindly allow a name on a
ballot as required by law. Lebanon actually
ensures that all parties will have a powerful
say in government affairs - a far cry from the
status of the -Israeli Knesset, where Arab members are made permanently irrelevant.
It is far easier to cast the Arab world as an
evil universe of ignorance and barbarism than
it is to portray the web of alliances, U.S.sponsored dictatorships, and alternative civil
societies that a careful consideration of these
nations will find. Doubtlessly the designers of
the posters thought they'd make a clever point
about the virtue of I~rael' s democracy by
these signs. A bit more forethought would
have served them well.
Atif Qadir is a member of the Class of 2004.
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Three Rhyming White Guys
Thumbs Upfor Beastie Boys VuJeoAnthology
By Amandeep Loomba
STAFF WRITER

many
n ways, DVD (Digital Video Disc or
Digital Versatile Disc, depending on whom
you ask) technology is a great gift for film
lovers. We no longer have to deal with the
atrocity of VHS picture and sound quality, the
tyrannically imposed linear viewing and searching scheme, the degradation of quality over time,
or the unsexy bulk of a big black cassette tape.
At the same time, DVD technology has
failed to deliver on some of its greater promises. Being able to turn subtitles on and off is
nice, but why would you ever watch a film
with its audio in a language other than the one
in which it was made? And what's up with
this "alternate angle" business? Has anyone
ever used that feature?
Well, apart from the porn industry, there
has been one very interesting use of multipleangle technology, as well as multiple audio
tracks and subtitles. It was a landmark release
from the Criterion Collection series of classic
films and it was a two-disc feature-fiJled set of

I

Beastie Boys videos.
That's right. One of the best releases so far
on the DVD medium comprises three white
guys jumping around spitting out tired rhymes.
Consider 18 videos, each with an average
four audio and three video tracks, all of which
can be recombined as you see fit. Determining
the exact number of unique video experiences a
viewer may have with all of the possible combinations is .Ieft as an exercise for the reader.
These permutations don't even include the
numerous commentary tracks, in which you can
hear the directors or the Beasties themselves try
to remember why they were jumping around in
the forest lip-synching. Some sample band
commentary (from the "Sure Shot" video):
"You look good in a suit, Mike."
"Thanks."
"I lost that frog shirt."
"I don't remember any of this stuff."
So the commentary tracks are only as
good as commentary tracks on any DVDs out.
there, which means they're just an absolute
waste of time.

On the other hand, the alternate video and
audio tracks are simply amazing. For instance,
you can watch the immensely entertaining
"Body Movin'" video without having to listen
to the immensely irritating Fatboy Slim remix
of the tune. You can watch the (unreleased)
"Three MCs and One Dr video from.any one
of six camera angles, choosing to focus solely
on the wizardry of Mixmaster Mike's turntablism skills if you so desire.
You can separate the different plotlines that
make up the "Sabotage" video and sort them
out at your own pace. Or you can just take
some time to kick back and watch extremely
strange featurettes such as "Ciao L.A." and
''The Robot vs. the Octopus Monster Saga."
Some reasons why you might not already
have seen (or purchased) the Beastie Boys
Video Anthology addressed:
1) "I only listen to real hip-hop." Pleaseif you can stomach what gets played on the
radio these days as hip-hop, rap-rock, Eminem
or whatever. other garbage Clear Channel got
paid to play - stick with your Hot 97 and

avoid this DVD. As Adrock says, "Goatee
metal rap, please say good night." .
2) "I'm not too excited about frat boy
humor." You've got to remember that the
Beastie Boys' early material was an act, not
reality. They started out as a hardcore band,
not frat-rockers. Like a party called Jellophilia, it seems obnoxious and sophomoric, but
it's all in good fun. Nevertheless, you're in
luck, because License to III is not represented
on.the video anthology.
3) "Those fools will never save Tibet."
You can't blame them for trying.
4) "Their rhyme schemes just aren't very
interesting." You're probably one of those
people who don't like limericks, right?
Easily the best DVD in my collection so
far, the Beastie Boys Video Anthology is
almost a perfect release. You can put it on in the
background of a party, watch it casually to read
the subtitled lyrics, or dig deep into its remixes
and video tracks to find the perfect combination
and sound and sight. I hope very much that this
will be challenged soon by another release from
some equally dynamic artist. For example,
Bjork's DVD video releases are always filled
with compelling material, but'they never take
advantage of the technology. I suppose we'll
have to continue to rely on the Beastie Boys to
push the ehvelope and broaden the vocabulary
of music and entertainment.

DANCE REVIEW

When Modern Meets Ballet

•

'Breakthrough~. A Breakout Performance by the Kinaesthetics Lab
By Sonja Sharpe
STAFF WRITER

Breakthrough
Kinaesthetics Lab
Kresge Little Theater
Feb. 27-28, 8 p.m.

F

ns of both ballet and modem dance
found something to like in "Breakthrough," the first perfonnance of a new
choreography
group at MIT, called
Kinaesthetics Lab, a student group with the
goal of studying the process of creating dance.
The students participating in the Lab hope to
raise public awareness of dance as an art form
and to promote support for the serious pursuit

of choreography at MIT. This past week, the
Kinaesthetics Lab and Rebecca Rice presented
an informal performance of their work, which
was intended to highlight the diversity Qf the
creative choreographic process.
Many Kinaesthetics Lab members have
studied the basic elements of choreography
with Rebecca Rice, who encourages dancers to
find their own voice and to create innovative,
original works. Having extensively studied
Denishawn dance and classical ballet, Ms. Rice
possesses a strong foundation in both ballet and
modem dance, which she now draws upon for
her own technique and choreographic work.
., Since 1988, Rice has performed her works
throughout the New England area; in addition,

she is a teacher of modern dance and choreography at the Boston Ballet School and is currently a faculty member at MIT. The Kinaesthetics Lab resulted as an offshoot of the Tech
and Choreography Class that Rice has been
teaching here over the past three years.
"At MIT, I'm trying to develop creative
thinking with students in the classroom," states
Rice. "You don't have to be a trained dancer to
enjoy the classes and learn a lot from them."
''Breakthrough'' was, in a sense, a release of
energy, says Irit .Rappley, one of the show's
producers. "We decided to name the show
'Breakthrough' because we've been working
towards this show for a couple of years now,
and it is wonderful to finally see it happen. It's
really been in the works for a long time."
Rappley said that "it is hard to compare the
work required for each of the pieces, since
choreographed works and improvised works
are very different. But feeding ideas off of each
other and eventually putting it all together was
a lot of fun."
Collisions Abound in 'Entropy'
"Breakthrough" highlighted many themes,
exploring shape, space, time, abstraction, and
improvisation.
The third work performed,
''Entropy,'' was an especially good example of
their free style. A purely modern improvisation
piece, "Entropy" featured dancers who were
releasing their energy by dancing into each
other, then dancing together in full contact,
almost like dance wrestling, and then breaking
apart and winditig down.
The show was even enhanced by audience
participation.
Mart~n Case, the musician,
worked collaboratively with the choreographers
to develop original scores for many of the
pieces. In particular, ''Entropy''.included the use
of triggers taped to the floor in front of some of
the audience members. By pressing the triggers,
the audience released a wave 'of sound that
melded together and created some of the music

DONG WANG-THE

that the performers danced to. It was a wonderfully innovative way to get the audience directly involved in the perfolmance, and it helped to
add even more energy to the piece.
"Journi," the fourth piece to be performed,
was a lovely contrast to ''Entropy.'' The work
relied heavily on the graceful, flowing movements of ballet but included
few elements of
modern dance as well. This piece explored the
energy of a male dancer and a female dancer,
each alone at first, but then coming together,
demonstrating that the. combined energy of two
can be greater than each person individually. In
this way, the dancers were allowed to explore
stability and instability, gravity and antigravity.
Three other pieces also served to demonstrate the wonderful talents of the dancers. In
''Tanya Wants to Join the Circus," the second
work of the evening, Tanya Burka '03 performed her audition piece for Ecole Nationale
de Cirque in Montreal, in which she weaved
together her multi-faceted background ill modem dance, gymnastics, and contortion to create
a fun and entertaining piece.
•
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Jessica Donnelly G waves a cape during her performance of "Amanl"
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Michelle S. Machon '04 (foreground),
(hidden) perform "Array".
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Yael E. Marshall. '05 performs' "Theme
and Variations" during a recent performance of "Breakthrough."
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Mara S. Daniel '04 (left), Yael E. Marshall '05
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Chorallaries. Clean UpAt Regional Competition

••
This past weekend at "Elms coilege In Chicopee, Massachusetts,
the
Chorallarles of MIT placed first In the International Championship of Coli.
glate A cappella (ICCA) quarterfinals. The competition featured ~Ix a ca~
pella groups from the New England area, which had been selected from a
pool of about three dozen, based on an audio submission. Groups were
Judged on many aspects of their performance Including musicality and

vlS'!.81presentatl~~.
.

.

In addition to w~nnlng the overall competition, the Chorallarles received
numerous.awards,
Including "Best Soloist," to Bo S. Kim '04; "Best
Arrangement,", to Sebastian Hua-Yu Cherng '04 for his arrangemen, of
"Wherever Yo.. Will Go," by The Calling; "Best Duet," to Emily C. Vincent
'04 and Leah K. Premo '04 for ~helr performance of "It's Raining Men;" ,
and "Best Transitions," to the entire group, for their entertaining skits in
betw~n ~ongs .. The Ch~rallarles will continue on to the ICCA semifinals,
which will be'held on March 22 in Kresge Auditorium:
Clockwise from top:
Kuangshln Tal G belts out Hoobastank's
"Running Away" during the
group's encore. Only the winning group was invited to give an encore performance.
Ross I.' Runnion '04 holds Charlene Chuang '05 as they pose at the end of
"It's Raining Men," finishing off the Chorallarles' competition set.
Bo S. Kim '04 emotes during her award-winning
"1,000 Oceans."
..

performance of Tori Amos'

Daniel O. Bates '05 lays down the percussion for a bonus performance of
"Talula" by Tori Amos. The Chorallarles were asked to sing several, songs
after the offtclal competition sets In "order to allow the Judges more time
to deliberate.
Photography by Jon Hyde
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FoxTrot
SHE'S NOT niE

ONE WHO

LEFT HER BAClCS'YNC80\'5

YOU CAN'"
SAY THIS 'S
ALL MoM'S

PtiOTo

FAULT, PAI&E.

Dilbert@

by Bill Amend.

OUT IN PlAIN

St&HT WHiRE OUINCY
coutO FIND IT.

NoW THAT I TH\NI( A80uT
I", ~E'S ALSo NO,. M
ONE WHo SPENT MOS,. of

EXAC1l.Y.

WHY M.'.kE
ALL MOM'S 1'HINUS COMFAULT.
PllcATED?
DEFINITELY.
I

LAST SUMMER TUCHINU
HIS IGUANA To cHEW

uP MY

~S.

WE DEMAND THA.T
YOU fIRE OUR TOXIC
CO-WORKER.

by Scott Adams
YOU A.REN'T
TA.lKING A.BOUT
ME, A.RE YOU?

"

~ ~O. YOU'RE LA.ZY A.ND
t INEff.ECTUA.l WITH
A.N OVERLA.Y Of SELfISH

!

.
~

I
c
o

YOU DONT RESPOND
TO MY E-MAIL A.NYMORE.

WHEN I REPLY TO
E-MAIL, IT A.TTRA.CTS
MORE E-MAIL. I'M
TRYING TO BREA.K
THE VICIOUS CYCLE.

WELL .. ,I'LL
LEA.VEYOU LET ME
VOICEKNOW HOW
MAILS.
TAAT WORKS
OUT fOR
YOU.
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P.N.D. PROPAGANDA
copyttglll C 2tt1

Jo<ve cMm

Difficulty Leve~ 1White to Move and Checkmate in Two
8
7
6

5
4

3
2
1
ABC
Comments?

0

E

F

G

E-mail chessmate@the-tech.mit.edu
Solutions on page 12

H

ACROSS
1 Sock's extremity
4 Archer
10Palo-,CA
14 Offbeat
15 Baltimore batter
16 Visible trace "
17Cut
18 Last emperor of
France
2010 carrier,
perhaps
22 Silt remover
23 Turns over and
over
24 Claim to a share
25 Australian city
27 Day of wrath:
'
Lat.
31 Affluent ones
32
and crafts
33 Helps out
34 Samuel's
teacher

35
38
39
41
42

Pain givers '
U.S. voter
Fighting
Shade of blue
Lake near Reno
44 Legitimate target
40 Lower
47 Aliments
48 Senegalese
language
49 "The Usual
. Suspects" Oscar
winner
52 Embraced
55 Spanish king
exiled In 1931
57 Rage
58 Just around the
comer
59 Outdid
60 Belief: suff.
61 "That
Cat"
62 Blacksmiths
63 OJ's Judge

DOWN'
1 Mausoleum
2 Redorence
3 ,Duke of
Windsor
4 Like a fillet
5 By mouth
6 uSes a dishcloth
7 Debatable
8 Each and every
one
9 Most In want
10 Loss of memory
11 "The best
plans •••"
12 Math subJ.
13 Ma Joad, e.g.
19 Eyes, In poems
21 Traffic dlverter
24 Air-headed
25 Bundle
26 Black Sea
resort
27 Gearshift setting

28t<lng who died at
Bosworth Field
29 So long, senor
30 Lauder of.
cosmetics
32 Smith and West
36 Head shrinkers
37 Muscle-building
hormones
40 Triangular hat
43 Genesis
shepherd
45 Narrow valley
46 Resister
48 Shoot from
hiding
49 "Lelia" author
so Appeal
51 Over the horizon
52 Montreal
ballplayer
53 Once, once
54 Display model
56 Gee!

•
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Events Calendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this inform~tion, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the Events Calendar web page.

Events Calendar

Visit and add events to Events Calendar online at
March 4

Tuesday;

•

•

10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. Student Led Campus Tours are approximately
. 90 minutes long and prOVidea general overview of the main campus. Please
note that campus tours do not visit laboratories, living groups or buildings
under construction. Groups over 15 people need to make special reservations. Campus tours start at the conclusion of the Admissions Informations
Session. The Campus Tour begins in Lobby 7 (Main Entrance LObby at 77
Massachusetts Ave). free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center.
11:00 a.m. -12:30 p.m. - Beyond BoIywood: The Cuttural PolItIcs 01 the
South AsI8n DIasportc CIn8ma. __
DesaI. Tuesday, March 4th, 11:00
a.m.-12:30 p.m. Building 1, Room 150Beyond Bollywood: The Cultural Politics of the South Asian Diasporic Cinema. Jigna Desai. in conjunction with
Prof. Tommy Defrantz's class, MTraditions in American Concert Dance: Gender and Autobiography." free. Room: Building 1, Room 150. Sponsor: Office
of the Arts, Women's Studies Program. Theatre Arts.
11:55 a.m •• 1:00 p.m. - VCPIA Lunch MeetIng. Weekly lunch meeting sponsored by the MIT Venture Capital & Principal Investment Association. free.
Room: Tang Center. Sponsor: MIT Venture Capital and Principal Investment
(VCPI) Association, MITEntrepreneurshipCenter.
12:00 p.m •• 1:30 p.m. - Self, AsseMment:
FlncIng a Place to Start. Get an
introduction to some concepts to help you think about your Mure career
decisions; see some techniques for career decision-making, and receive a
framework for understanding your needs, wants, values, skills and priorities.
Please register for"this workshop at http://web.mit.edu/career/www/.
free.
Sponsor: Career Services Office.
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. - SINn F1Itedng QuIck start. This discussion will
cover the basics of e-mail spam screening that has been implemented at Mil
through the use of
SpamAssassin. Discussion will include how to configure different e-mail
clients to fi~er messages considered to be spam, as well as how to set your
spam scoring threshold and how to use allow/deny lists.
. free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77
Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center.
'
3:30 p.m. - Walter Milne MemorIaL A memorial servi<:e for Walter Milne has
been scheduled for Tuesday, March 4 at 3:30pm in Killian Hall. Milne, a former aide to six MIT presidents, helped develop many Cambridge institutions
as MIl's Iiason to the city. He died on Dec. 27 at the age of 80. Room: Killian Hall ( 1st Roor, Bldg. 14W). Sponsor: President's Office.
4:00 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - MedIa Lab eoiIoqulum sertes. free. Room: Bartos
Theater, Mil Media Lab. Sponsor: Media Lab.
4:00 p.m. - Mil AstrophysIcs Colloquium: BOHDAN PACZVNSKI. "Optical
Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE)." free. Room: Mil Center for Space
Research,
Room 37-252: Sponsor: Astrophysics ..
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - MTL VLSI SemInar SerIes. Process, Environmental,
and Design Contributions to CMOS Delay Variation. free. Room: 34-101.
Sponsor: MTl VLSI Seminar.~. 4:30 p.m. - Middle East Stability: New 0rgIrizIng Concepts. The Emile
Bustani Middle East Seminar. free. Room: E51-095. Sponsor: Center for
Intemational Studies.
4:30 p.m •• 6:30 p.m. -. PM Four 01 the PoIItk:s ... Technology 01 Motherhood Lecture Sertea. Tuesday, March 4th, 4:30pm Building E51, Room 149
Part Four of the Politics and Technology of Motherhood Lecture Series.
Women as Egg Factories? The Health and Freedom of Choice of Women in
the Face of Stem Cell Research and Cloning, a tal~ by Cynthia Csmen and In .
'-Pursuit.oftiieivy
League E{ig: Ethics and Egg Sales in the U.S., a talk by
Andrea Gurmankin. free. Room: E51-149. Sponsor: Women's Studies Program. Mil Medical, the MIT Workplace Center, the Technology and Culture
Forum, LBGT Programming, the Science, Technology and Society Colloquium.
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. - ToastmastersOMIl
Evening MeetIngs. 77 Mass.
Avenue, Cambridge, Building 2, Room 2-131. free. Sponsor: Toastmasters.
. 6:30 p.m.' - ArchItecture Lecture. '"ThIs WID KJH That: Architecture ... the
MedIa." Lecture by Terence Riley, chief curator of Architecture and Design,
Museum of Modem
Art, New York. free. Room: Rm 10-250. Sponsor: Department of Architecture.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. -International
Rim CI~ Rim Seminar. Educational
Rim Screening. free. Room: 4-237. SponsOr: Intemational Rim Club.

wedneSday,

MMCh 5

10:45 a.m. - c.npus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77
Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center.
12:00 p.m. .1:00 p.m. - hlbOduction to. EmaII at Mil. This quick start gives
an overview of how email works at Mil and the different em ail protocols that
are available. Supported programs for use at MIT are described, along with
pros and cons of choosing one over the other, brief instructions on getting .
started, and pointers to more information. The "spam" email problem - and
what can and can't be done about it - will also be presented." Room: N42
Demo. Sponsor: Information Systems.
12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m. - TechTlme: Mil Personal Calendar Quick Start.
Demonstration of the web client for Techtime, MIl's newly supported personal calendar program, based on OraCle Calendar (formel1y known as CorporateTIme). The session will include opening yoUr account and signing in, working with yqur calendar entries, working with other userS, and setting
.
preferences. Room: N42 Demo. Sponsor: Information Systems.
12:00 p.m •• 4:00 p.m. - RaInbow L.ounge Open. MIl's resource lounge for
lesbian, bisexual, gay, and transgendered members of the community offers
a place to hang out, various activities, and a lending library during its open
hours. tree. Room: ~306.
Sponsor: Ibgt@MIl ..
12:19 p.m •• 1:00 p.m. ,- Oc:e-. ... apI.f and ClImate Slick I.I8M:h ~.
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"The maintenance of sea ice extent in the climate system." free. Room: 544:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - Physics: Quantum Games with Trapped Atomic
915. Sponsor: Physical
Ions: Whither Quantum Computation? Among a number of possible physiOceanography.
cal implementations of quantum information processing, trapped ions are
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - CRE - Career ProfIles series: Real Estate Rnance.
attractive because the basic elements of quantum computation have been
William McPadden, John Hancock Rnancial Services, Michael Undgren, U
experimentally demonstrated. A skeptic can perhaps justifiably classify these
Melody & Co., and
accomplishments as parlor tricks; nevertheless, the trapped-ion system also
Susan Winston Left, KeyBank. free. Room: W31-301. Sponsor: Center for
has a straightforward path to scaling to large qubit numbers. Some of the
Real Estate.
technical hurdles to achieving this scaling, including seemingly mundane
1:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Web Requ\sttk)n Heuristic: Rev\ew. S~eb
Requisithings like understanding metal (electrode) surfaces at a mesoscopic scale,
tion change/approval pages tested by authorized user. free. Room: N42
will be discussed. In the meantime, some simple implementations of quailDemo Center. Sponsor: Usability at MIT.
tum computation could have
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77
important applications before large-scale quantum computation is practical,
Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center.
for example, for efficient quantum-limited measurements. Work supported by
3:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - "Racio Astronomy UsIng Multiple Antennas for
ARDA/NSA and NIST. free. Room: 4-370. Sponsor: Physics Department.
High SpatIal Resolution." free. Room: 37-212. Sponsor: AeroAstro, Massa4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - Robust Alrtlne Crew Schedunng. ORC Spring Semichusetts Space Grant
nar Series. Seminar reception immediately follOWing in the Philip M. Morse
Consortium.
•
Reading Room, E40-106. free. Room: E56-270. Sponsor: Operations
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - SMA - HPCES Seminar. "The Simplex Method for
Research Center.
Semidefinite and Second-Order Cone Programming". free. Room: MIT Room
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Nanostructures
Seminar series. Applying Macro
4-237. Sponsor:
Machine Design Experience to Dinky Designs. free. Room: Building 1, Room
Singapore-Mll Alliance/HPCES.
190 (Refreshments beginning at 4:15 pm). Sponsor: Nanostructures Labora6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - StM-up Clinic. Discover how to present a plan to
tory. Co-Sponsored by the Tiny Tech Club and Techlink.
potential investors at the MIT Enterprise Forum of Cambridge's Start-up Clin5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. - authoI's@mlt - VIctor Mcelheny - Watson and DNA ic. Two pre-selected companies present their business plans and receive
a panel discussion. Please join us for a lecture and panel discussion celefeedback from a panel of experts and the audience over an informal dinner.
brating the publication
The key leaming points include how plans and presentations are evaluated;
of Victor McElheny's new book Watson and DNA and in recognition the 50th
what investors and evaluators look for, and how to fine-tune plans and preanniversary of the discovery of the double helix. Panelists will include: Victor
sentations. The event will be held at 6 PM the MIT Faculty Club. Registration
K. McElheny, distinguished science joumalist; Phil Sharp, Institute Prof. &
fee is $35 for Forum Members and $45 for Non Members and includes dinDirector of the McGovem Institute for Brain Research, MIT; Nancy Hopkins,
nero Pre-Registration is Required. For more information or to register, visit:
Professor Of Biology, MIT; and others to be announced Introduction by Roshttp://www.mitforumcambridge.orgjcalendar/index.htmlor
call 617-253alind Williams, Director of MIl's Program in Science Technology and Society
8240. free. Room: MIT Faculty Club. 50 Memorial Drive 6th Roor. Sponsor:
Watson and DNA is published by Perseus, 2003. free. Room: Location TBA.
MIT Enterprise Forum of Cambridge, Inc.
Sponsor: The MIT Press Bookstore. MIT Ubraries .
7:00 p.m. - An Engtneer's Quest for Musical 81... Free. Room: MIT Killian
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. - Bask 01 BusIness Plans for Sclentlsts and EnglHall. Sponsor: MIT Westem Hemisphere Project.
neers. An introduction to the Business Plan for scientists and engineers.
7:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m. - s.tgam.M1l RJ. MovIe. Movies screened as a
What is it, why do I need it and what is it used for? Practical do's and don'ts
part of MIT FLL course. Email wassentoutonsangarn-request@mit.edu.inpreparingaBusinessPlan.Things
to keep in mind in writing a Business
free. Room: Variable, was sent out in email. Sponsor: Sangam. MIT FLL.
Plan which will improve your chances of obtaining funding and running a suc7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. - Bible Study. Weekly Bible stud1'held by the Baptist
cessful business. Joseph G. Hadzima, Jr.is a Managing Director of Main
Student Fellowship. free. Sponsor: Baptist Student Fellowship, Baptist Ca~
Street Partners LLC, a venture development and technology commercializa.
pus Ministry.
tion firm. He practiced law for 17 years and he was involved in various capac7:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m. - HTC Rim 5et1es. Theme is documentary films. click
ities in the founding of over 100 companies and advised entrepreneurs, highon link for titles. free. Room: 3-133. Sponsor: History, Theory and Criticism of
growth businesses and venture capitalists. free. Room: MIT Room 35-225.
Architecture and Art.
Sponsor: Science and Engineering Business Club.
8:00 p.m. - Weekly Wednesdays
0 the Muddy Charles Pub. Meet your fel6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. - Bask 01 BusIneu Plans for Scientists and Engllow social graduate students at the MUddy Charles Pub located in the Walker
neers. An introduction to the Business Plan for scientists and engineers.
Memorial Building. What will be there for you? $1 drafts, a variety of beers,
What is it, why do I need it and what is it used for? Practical do's and don'ts
wines and sodas, lots of free Wings, Sox on the screen. Bring IDs. free.
in preparing a Business Plan. Things to keep in mind in writing a Business
Room: Muddy Charles Pub. Sponsor: Edgerton House Residents' AssociaPlan which will improve your chances of obtaining funding and running a suction, MITEntrepreneurshipCentet. TechUnk, Wing It.
cessful business. Joseph G. Hadzima, Jr.is a Managing Director of Main
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. - IRLM RIm SemInar. Screening of a movie followed
Street Partners LLC, a venture development and technology commercializaby a discussion. free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: Intemational Rim Club.
tion firm. He practiced law for 17 years and he was involved in various capac8:00 p.m .....cartos PrIeto, ceRo. Prieto, who graduated from MIT in 1959
ities in the founding of over 100 companies and advised entrepreneurs, highwith degrees in metallurgy and economics, has been named associate congrowth businesses and venture capitalists. Joe Hadzima is also a Senior
ductor of the Houston Symphony. free. Room: Killian Hall. Sponsor: MusiC
Lecturer at MIT Sloan, was a Founding Judge of the MIT$50K Entrepreneurand Theater Arts Section.
ship Competition and is a Director of the MIT EnterpriseForum intemationally
8:30 p.m. -11:30 p.m. - Swing Dancing. No partner required. Beginners
and of the 20+ United States MIT Enterprise ForumChapters Dinner will be
welcome. free. Room: Student Center 2nd floor. Sponsor: Undy-Hop Society.
served after1he talk. free. Room: MIT Room 35-225. Sponsor: MITEntrepreneurshipCenter. MIT Science and Engineering Business Club.
Thursday, March 6
7:00 p.m. - poetryOMIl: Joseph Torra and Gerrtt lansing. Torra, the author
of MKeep Watching the Sky" (poems) and "Gas Station" (a novel), lives in
12:01 a.m. - UA EIec:tlons, Electronic Voting BegIns. Vote for YOUR
Somerville, MA.
_UAPjVP and class council officers on-line!. free. Sponsor: Undergraduate
Lansing, whose poetry has .been collected in "Heavenly Tree / Soluble ForAssociation.
'
est~ (Talisman House), has worked as editor of the poetry magazine SET. He
9:00 a.m •• 5:00 p.m. - UPA MIn~rence.
free. Room: fidelity. Boston .
lives in Gloucester, MA. free. Room: Rm 6-120. Sponsor: Program in Writing
Sponsor: Usability at MIT.
and Humanistic Studies.
10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m. - Leaders In Real Estate. free. Room: W31-301.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - Nobel Laureate lecture. Nobel Laureates Eric ChiSponsor: Center for Real Estate.
vian and Mario J. Molina to present MGlobal Environmental Issues: Effects on
- 10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77
the Atmosphere and the Biosphere" Reception to follow in Lobby 13, free.
Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center.
Room: 10-250. Sponsor: MITAC, Community Services Office. MIT Lecture
12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m. - OrIentation to Computing at Mil. This seminar
. Series Committee, Graduate Student Council, Undergraduate Association,
provides basic information about the MIT computing environment, presented
Office of the Chancellor .
in language accessible to anyone. Topics include: help resources; supported
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - P~hatantra
Class. Classes in Indian Folk-lore.
operating systems; supported software and recommended hardware; the
free. Room: 4-144. Sponsor: Graduate Student Council, Sangam. South
campus network (MITnet and more); security issues and how to address
Asian Center.
them; telephones and voice mail; computer-related health i.ssues. Room:
8:00 p.m. - Rose McClendon: Black on the Great White Way. Workshop
N42 Del1l0 Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
production of onewoman show written and performed by
12:00 p.m. - MIT Chapel Concert. Phillips Consort 01 VIols. Michael Hamill,
activistjactress/writerVinie
Burrows about Rose McClendon (1884-1936),
treble; Hannah Davidson & Sheila Beardslee, tenors; Sarah McManaway,
premier African-American actress of the Harlem Renaissance of the 19205
bass; Andrei Caracoti, Countertenor, A program of Italian music ca 155(}
and 1930s. Burrows received the 2002 Eugene McDermott Award in the Arts
1600. free. Room: MIT Chapel. Sponsor: Music and Theater Arts Section.
presented by the COUncil for the Arts at MIT. Seating limited. free. Room:
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - ConversatIonal
English Class. Join us for a free conKresge Little Theater. Sponsor: Associate Provost for the Arts.
versational English class for international students and spouses at MIT.
9:00 p.m. -1:0:00 p.m. - Coffee Hour. Food and drink - an Ashdown tradition.
Most attendees are women
free. Room: Hulsizer Room (Wi). Sponsor: Ashdown House.
able to speak freely who desire to increase their English skills. Class covers
10:00 p.m. -11:59 p.m. - Movie Night. Movie and food - free for all!!. free.
a variety of topics including American culture and holiday descriptions. Free.
Room: Big TV Room (Wi). Sponsor: Ashdown House.
Room: W11 Board Room. Sponsor: Baptist Campus Ministry.
11:59 p.m. - C.-npus DIsc Golf. Do you like tossing a disc? Do you enjoy
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Weight Watchers at WOItll. free. Room: Women's
friendly competition? Or if you're just up for midnight antics, then come on
Lounge-Room 8-219. Sponsor: Weight Watchers.
outl Meet outside.the Student Center on the front steps, and don't forget to
1:00 p.m •• 6:00 p.m. - RaInbow Lounge Open. free. Room: ~306.
Sponbring a discI Don't hesitate t~ come, newcomers are always welcomed - We
sor: Ibgt@MIl.
meet every Thursday at midnight. Questions, contact Daniel Turek, mac2:45 p.m. - c.npus Tow. free. -Room; Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77
gyver@mit.edu. bring your own disc!. Room: Student Center steps. Sponsor:
Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor: Information Center.
Campus Disc Golf.

Great 4 bed luxury
apartments on Green
Street, Cambridge.
Call All-Bright Realty
(617)783-9151
California Crycbank, the: world's Icading Jq>roduaive tissue bank.
is looking

for healthy guys, in college or with a college degree, to

become a part of

QUt

anonymous sperm Vonoc program. As a

donor you wiD.:
•

ra:dvc up

to

•

apc:ricna:

a minimal time oommiuncnt with ftcxiblc boon.

S900 pet month.

•

m:eive a freecorrtprebmsive

•

heIp.infatilc

Foe more

health and p;enetic ~ng.

couples taliae their ~

information

or to see

(6tn 497--8646 or visit us

00

of pareothood.

if you qualify, give us a caD at

rbe ~

at

www.cyobank.com.

London'
Amsterdam
Paris
Los Angeles
Seattle
Montreal

$199
$230

$230
$299
$299
$149

Fares are roundtrip from Boston. Restrictions apply.
Taxes not Incl ed.Fares subject to change.
- 'Book and pay in full for any.(ontiki
Holidays SQuth Pacffic or European
and tour & airfafre by March 14th and
receive $50 off. For a free brochure.
call1.800-592-CUTS (2887) or stop by
your nearest TRAVEL CUTS shop.

::1RAVELClnS
see the world your MIY

56 J FK Street

(~t.-o
Cambridge. MA 02138

617-864-CUTS (2887)
cambridgeOtravelcuts.com

STA TRAVEL

in the Student Ctr
617.225.2555
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New Rush System Leads to Cultural Honse Problems
Language Houses, from Page 1
hour-and-a-half
conversation that
would have been possible under the
former rush system.
Rush this year was "very
unpleasant" for Russian House, said
Pavlo M. Pylyavskyy '03, who handled Russian House's rush for the
class of 2006. "What happened previously was that more people found
out about our existence .. , during
rush, and they liked us and stayed
here," Pylyavskyy said.
"We managed to get almost as
many freshmen as usual [this year],
but it was very complicated,"
Pylyavskyy said, adding that unlike
past years, there was no need for a
lottery to get into Russian House
this year.
"We got a lot fewer students this
year," Torres said. "In the past,
there was so much interest in Span-

'1",,-

'/

ish House that you had to enter a
lottery to get in," he said, but, like
Russian Hou e, no lottery was held
this year.
any leave language houses
Although there were no empty
beds when first semester began, six
out of about II freshmen left German House at the end of first semester "because they didn't like it" or
because of the high level of commitment involved in the cooking system, said Eugenia A. Trusova '03,
German House's class of 2006 rush
chair.
"Six people have left" French
House, said Miriam L. Sorell '04,
French House president. Two rooms
that had previously been used as
triples are now doubles, and one
room that had previously been borrowed from German House has now
been returned, she said.

" orne people came for other
reasons" than because they truly
enjoyed the atmosphere of German
House, Trusova said.
"There were a lot of factors that
affected the housing assignments,
... and we are encouraging students
to try moving to different places if
they feel more comfortable there,"
said Denise A. Vallay, assistant
director of undergraduate housing.
Some cultural houses have experienced vacancies as a result of moves
between dorms, she said.
Houses want to see changes
The cultural houses are in the
process of negotiating
with the
administration
for changes in the
housing system.
"I think we would like at least to
be partially back to what it was
before, so that students and freshmen have the chance to meet people

and see "the place before they have
classes,"
Pylyavskyy
said. The
administration "made some minor
changes so that people could make
some choices at the end of orientation, but I don't know how much
they're going to change the system,"
he added.
"People who weren't ready for
the commitment of cultural houses
were passively
squatting
their
rooms," Sorell said. Living in language houses includes significant
cooking duties, among other things,
she said.
Ids ,important to emphasize the
commitment involved in joining a
cultural house in the housing materials that are distributed to incoming
freshmen over the summer, Vallay
said.
"The best solution is to have no
squatting at all" so that cultural
house members are given the freedom to identify students who they
believe are good matches for their
houses, Sorell said, "but that's not
going to be option."
As a compromise, she is hoping
that in the future, "all freshman will
be required to log on [to the housing
lottery Web site] and say 'yesI
want to keep my room,'" she said.
Doing that will "force freshmen
[who aren't particularly suited for a
cultural house] to realize that staying where they are isn't automatic
default," and perhaps increase the
chances that they'll look into other
options, Sorell said.
Part of what is needed is a "failproof system for interviewing the
[prospective residents] and making
sure they understand the commitment" involved in joining a cultural
house, said New House housemaster
Sandra Harris.
The cultural houses were asked
to submit lists of students" that they
wanted before being told whQ.wanted to live in the houses, Sorell' said,
which proved to be a very ineffective system. "It might -be a matter of
time, but even if we had half an
hour to look at a list of students who
wanted to live in our house, that
would make a difference," she said.
However, "it's hard to change
housing without changing rush,"
said Shaunna S. Stanton '05, one of
French House's three rush chairs.
Students, administrators
meet
Representatives
of the cultural
houses, New House, and the administration met Monday night to discuss the housing process for the
class of 2007. "The purpose of this
meeting [was] to evaluate how residence exploration went ror cultural
houses and to see if we can improve
matters for upcoming years," Sorell
said.
About half of the meeting was
spent discussing how rush went for
the cultural houses, and the other
half was spent discussing strategies
for the future, said Caroline A.
Niziolek '05, one of French House's
rush chairs.
Improving the housing situation
for cultural houses is "mostly our
responsibility,"
c;hildress
said,
"although
the administration
is
offering us support."
"We thought that we should take
measures to promote the idea of living in a cultural house rather than
just as individual houses. We also
wanted more time to talk to the prefrosh over the summer to ensure
they really do know what the houses
are like before they commit,"
Niziolek said.
The administration
"said they
would look into ways of doing this,
but didn't make any promises,"
Niziolek said. They agreed to look
into making the Web site less confusing, she said.
The administration "said that the
cultural houses needed to do a better

job marketing to freshmen," Chilton
said, but' they didn't offer very
many suggestions
for how to do
that."
One suggestion was that the cultural houses not list the responsibilities involved in being a resident on
the first page, Chilton said. "We
don't want to falsely advertise, but
.,. we should at least say 'this is
what's cool' first, then 'this is what
it takes-to be a member'
afterwards," he added.
"Gresh
and
Vallay
both
expressed willingness to get us in
touch with people who can help us,
like a publishing service who can
tell us what is good or bad about our
publications," Childress said.
Although he thought the administration was helpful, he agreed that
"the cultural house experience is
,really something that you need to
see first-hand," and that not having
rush is a "big detriment" to the cultural houses.
•
"Frankly, I don't think much was
accomplished
at this meeting,"
Chilton said. "It basically. just went
in circles."
Members of the administration
could not be reached for comment
after the meeting.
Houses will focus on CPW
"During CPW, we'll really try to
get the name of Spanish House out
more, not so much as a rush tactic .
but so that people know that we
exist," Torres said. .
.
Almost every room or student in'
Spanish House will be hosting a
prospective student during Campus
Preview Weekend,
Torr.es said,
because in the past about one fourth
of those housed in Spanish House
during CPW eventually decided to
live there.
"Personally,
I don't support
CPW as a time to rush students for
dorms," Sorell said. "It should be a
time to bring kids to MIT, not to
rush them. Unfortunately, we don1t •
have time during orientation to do
rush."
German House is planning on
sending flyers to Cambridge University with Denise Van~y when she
travels there later this year, in hopes
of enticing some' Cambridge-MIT
Institute students to live with them
next year, Chilton said. He expects
the other cultural houses will do the
same.
Chocolate City not affected
"During my four years.~ere,
we've n~ver had a problem" recruiting or retaining fresIllnen, said Tarik
A. Ward '03J senior co-chair of.
'Chocolate City, adding that. he' also
doesn't know of any such problems
from the years before he has been
here.
Only one student has left in the
last four years, for reasons not related to the house, said Anthony H.
Thomas II '03, a member ofChocolate City. That student later moved
back in.
.
"I don't know enough about
other cultural houses or dorms to
say what's different," Ward said,
"but we spend a lot of time selecting
our freshmen. The. way it works
here, we try to have a lot of personal.
interaction,
as much as possible
given the circumstances."
Ward said that Chocolate City is
"very active during CPW," during
which they "throw a lot of events
and are very visible." Chocolate
City also "keep [s] members in the
house over the summer to meet any
freshmen who happen to be on campus," and speaks to all prospective
residents either on the phone or in
person, Ward said.
.
"We show them a lot of information so that there are few surprises
and they understand the commitment," Ward said.
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'Bad Taste'
Bad Taste, from Page 1
They were only told that complaints
had come from "within the administration" about fire codes and the
"mess in the hallway." The group
was encouraged
to contact the
administration when they registered
a concert in the fall semester, he
said.
Runnion and Emily C. Vincent
'04, director of the Chorallaries,
then met with administrators
and
MIT Police throughout the past few
months to work out details of the
show.
"As far back as November we
began to discuss ... what kind of

Will Retain

changes would need to be made to
.. , accommodate
the concerns,"
Runnion said.
Vincent said that the MIT Police
had "been an incredible help" in
organizing the show.
Location cbange considered
The concert will still be held in
10-250, though fire codes regarding seating capacity lunits will be
strictly enforced at this year's concert. Runnion said that the Chorallaries chose to keep the event in
10-250, rather than move the concert to Kresge Auditorium or 26100.

Page 11

Spirit

"We considered a whole variety
of .other venues on campus such as
Kresge, 6-120, and 26-100," Runnion said. Kresge is "very hard to
get," and p'oor acoustics make 26100 a "not very practical" option for
the concert.
Despite the changes, Runnion
said that the Chorallaries hope that
the show will be able to maintain
the spirit that has made it so popular. "Our basic goal this year is to
keep with regulations while keeping with as much of the spirit and
tradition of the show as possible,"
Runnion said. "We're very optimistic."
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Provost Robert Brown accepts a New England Higher Education Excellence Award on behalf of Mil for Improving the
diversity of its student body and faculty.

a story? Call The Tech's

Got

News Hotline!

x3-1541

TECH FILE PHOTO

Audience members throw various objectS at the Chorallarles during their Concert ,In Bad Taste last
March. ~oncems over cleanll~s,
fire codes, and the enforcement of event policies have caused a
nu.r'101
c .... !itS,ln the logl~~C8 of thl$,y,ear,',s Bad l'aste concert.

Global Environmental Issues:
Effects on the Atmosphere
and the Biosphere
N

0

a
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LAUREATE

L'E C T U R E

Eric Chi via n

SERIES

(1985Nobel Peace Prize)

Co-founder of International Physicians for the Prevention of
, Nuclear War which was awarded the 1985 Nobel Peace ~rize.

Mario J. Mol ina

(1995 Nobel Pri~e in Chemistry)

Awarded the 1995 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his work "in atmospheric
chemistry, particularly concerning the formation and decomposition of ozone."
•

Thursday, March 6;
Room

10-250 •

2003

7:00pm

http://web.mit.edu/nobel-lectures

In cooperation with the MIT Lecture
Series Committee. Graduate Studerit
Council, Undergraduate Association,
Community Services Office, and the
Office of the Chancellor
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Solution to ChessMate
1. Qd8+ Rxd8 2. Rxd8 checkmate

If you are
• a logical problem solver
• patient, friendly, motivated to help
• good at explaining technical topics

• seeking relevant work experience
• eager to learn in a team setting
• interested in a starting rate of $12.50/hr

~...J-=+=+-:-I"-""';;.I11

Come meet our staff at the:

Get the "bleep" out of the
cold! Mexico/Caribbean
only $125 one way, all
taxes included! (or you
can get to Europe for $189
one way). Book on line
www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000.

Help Desk Info 5ession
Tuesday, March 4th, 2003

5:15 - 6:45 pm
N42 Demo Center
211 Mass

Ave,

across

from

NECCO

Attendance at the information session is
required for all applicants. Candidates
should also submit a resume by 5:00 pm
on March 4th to:

hd-hiring@mit.edu

http://web.mit.edu/helpdesk/hiring.html

Like many aspects of MIT culture,
The MIT GRADUATE RING
has a rich heritage and tradtion. The Graduate Ring is
a unique, beloved symbol, recognized the world over as
a distinctive school ring.
As a Graduate

Student, you can now own your piece of
MIT tradition.
Jostens proudly serves the MIT Graduate community
with the Official Graduate Ring.

M IT FACILITIES
Department

of

CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION' ~PDATE
Building E19 Renovations
The new McGovern Institute for Brain Research (MIBR).space on the third
floor is substantially complete. The construction of the fifth floor laboratory
. space is on schedule for completion in April.

Building 12 Fire Protection Main
Work is underway ne,ar BUildings 12, 4, and 8 to repair a ruptured fire
protection main. Traffic sh,ould not be affected, but pedestrian access to
this area will be limited. The work will take approximately three weeks.
Some jackhammering may occur.

Vassar St. Utilities
Installation of new drainage piping running from Mass. Ave. to the Johnson
Athletic Center is in the final stages of completion. Pedestrians now walk
behind Building 48 on a newly constructed temporary walkway for several
months to allow Vassar St. work to continue.

Dreyfus Chemistry Building

Jostens will be on campus
Tuesday- Thursday
March 4-6
lO:30-3:30pm
Sloan School
Order and Pay in Full any 14K or 18K MIT ring, And Receive
an ADD ITI 0 AL $25 OFF. Valid only during the above dates.

Repair work on
of mechanical
staging area is
place later this

the east concrete fa~ade is nearing completion. Installation
systems continues.
Demobilization of the construction.
being planned and removal of most of the trailers will take
spring.

Vassar Streetscape
Work is underway on the north side of the street. Traffic will continue to
flow one-way westbound along the southern side of the street. All major
crosswalks and driveways are accessible; crosswalks will occasionally
shift as work progresses.
.

Brain and Cognitive Sciences Project
~emolition of Building 45 is expected to take place later this spring. The
decorative butterflies will be transferred from the exterior of Building 45 to
Building 44 soon.

Building 7 ADA accessible entrance
Concrete for the ramp and steps will be installed soon.
For Information on MIT's bUilding program, see http://web.mlt.edulevolvlng
This Information provided by the MIT Department of Facilities.
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Search for Provider
Likely to be Difficult
Cable at MIT faces challenges

Cable, from Page 1

The two major obstacles to findthe nation offering the standard
ing a new provider for the core
cable channels in digital format via
cable services are that it is not reaa subscription service that allowed
sonable to buy a bulk-rate subscripliving groups to sign up on an indition for the entire campus and withvidual basis, Winchester said.
out digital content the cable package
Barnes said that "there wasn't a would be limited to many fewer
good alternative" before WSNet,
channels, Winchester said.
With a bulk-rate subscription,
and "there won't be one a year from
now" in terms of providing the type
every television set would automatically receive the full cable service,
and format of service MIT needs.
making it impossible to charge spe"People are looking at resurrectcific groups a subscription
fee.
ing [the WSNet] platform as we
speak, but it's a pretty chancy" : Since the bulk-rate charge would
then come out of MIT's operating
prospect, Barnes said. "At some
expenses, every student would subpoint, all these basi c services will
sidize the cost of cable.
be available in digital format."
Finding a new cable provider is
In the meantime, because MIT
difficult because "MIT does not
requires digital formatting to prowant to take on a bulk-late commitvide more than a small service,
there are no equivalent alternatives . ment," and "there's nobody who
wants to offer a subscription-based
currently available.
service," Winchester said.
As a temporary solution, WinWinchester
said that the best
chester said that it may' be possible
offer MIT has received
for a
for dormitories to acquire a satellite
replacement would cost $30,000 for
television dish, which could then be
a bulk-rate subscription providing
wired into televisions in common
just ten channels in analog. He said
areas and floor lounges. He said that
that even this offer did not satisfy
it would be prohibitively expensive
current MIT budgetary constraints
in some cases to completely rewire
and MIT Cable would not be able to
the dormitories' to allow satellite
pay for it on its own ..
service' for individual rooms.

Daffodil Days
Flowers arrive'for the first
weeks of spring.
$6.00 per bouquet

SeRvice

Maucb ~

~:10
MIT Cbapel

Help Fight Cancer ...
Buy Daffodils!
Order Today!
1.800.ACS.2345

Tbe .LrJtbe~a~-Episcopal
MfnfstR(V at. MIT
bttp:!!web.mit.ebullem

authors@mit

lM

presents:

Watson & DNA
Making a Scientific

It

Revolution
a panel discussion featuring:
Schlumberger Ltd. is a $13 billion
technology services company active in
more than 100 countries. So when we
promise you the world, we mean it.
. And careers at Schlumberger are
"borderless," which means you
have lifelong opportunities to move
across disciplines and divisions.
So you can follow your heart and
intellect. And explore the boundaries
of science and technology as you
expand your own horizons.
If you have a passion to excel and Want
a future without limits, you'll discover we
speak your language. In any language, it's the
opportunity of a lifetime.Take a minute to
visit our website at www.slb.com/careers.

Mil Interviews!
Information Meeting:
March 11, 2Q03 • 7:00pm - 9:00pm
Room 3-343

Interviewing:
March 12, 2003

BS or MS Degrees:
All Engineering and 1.T. disciplines, Geoscience,
Chemistry, Physics, Math

Victor McElheny
Distinguished science Journalist

Phillip Sharp
Director of the McGovern Institute, Mil

Nancy Hopkins
Amgen, Inc. Professor of Biology, Mil

intro. by

Rosalind Williams

Director of the SlS Program, Mil

Thurs., March 6th,
6:00pm, MIT E51
Wong Auditorium
70 Memorial Dr.

Please join us for a lecture and panel discussion celebrating the publication of
Victor McElheny's new book Watson and DNA and in recognition the 50th
annivers~ry of the discovery of the double helix. Panelists will discuss the life of
James Watson, the legacy of his research, and the future of the biological
revolution lie helped begin.
Victor K. McElheny is a distinguished science journalist who has covered the
revolution in molecular biology for the New York Times, the Boston Globe, and
Science fo~ over three decades. He was the inaugural director of the Knight
Science Journalism Fellowships at MIT and now is a Visiting Scholar in the
MIT STS Program.

Watson and DNA is published by Perseus, 2003.

Schlumberger

This event is FREE, wheelchair accessible, and open to the public.

authors@mifM is a series cosponsored by MIT Libraries and The MIT Press Bookstore
Info: (617) 253-5249, or web.mit.edu/bookstore/www/eventsl
Map: whereis.mit.edu
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Mil
Emile Bustani Middle East
Seminar
Presents

Dr. MAMOUN FANDY
Georgetown University

Tuesday,

March 4, 2003

4:30 p.m.
E51-095
70 Memorial Drive
C-ambridge
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sponsored by the Center for"Intern a tio.ndl Studies

The Council for the Arts at MIT
presents

.FREE TICKETS FOR MIT STUDENTS!!!!!!
" Tickets may be picked up at the
MIT Office of the Arts (E1S-20S) .
Monday ~ Friday
9;OOam- 4:00pm

Boston M

ern Orchestra Project presents:

What's New?

Eloranta Summer Research -Fellowshi~
Several

$6,000

An evening of preMieres commissioned

by BMOP

Friday, ftIIarch 7, 8:00p~
Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory

summer research fellowships, intended to encourage

challenging intellectual activity during the summer months, are available to
MIT undergraduates. Areas of study or research may be in any field:
science, engineering, the humanities, arts, or the social sciences. Originality
is important. The planned activity must be student organized or studentdirected.
All MIT undergraduates are eligible, including those whose planned research
begins the summer immediately following graduation.
How to Apply: A well-written proposal presenting a concise research plan
should be submitted by the deadline to the UROP Office, 7-104. At least
one letter of recommendation or support for the proposed research is
needed, from an MIT faculty member. This letter may accompany the
proposal or be mailed separately. A budget should be included with the
proposal. Award Winners are chosen by the Eloranta Fellowship Committee
at the end of April.

Pre-concert sympo~ium: 7:00 pm
Featuring the evening's cOlJlposers &-artists
Open to all ticket hO.~ders

.............

~

....

Fleet Boston Celebrity Series presents:

Mark Morris-Dance Gr~up
Thursday, March 13, 7:30 p.m. '. 'The Shubert Theater
265 Tremont'Street, Boston
Program:
New Love Song Waltzes - Music by Johannes Brahms
Gqing Away Party- Music by Bob Wills & His Texas Playboys'
Foursome - Music by Erik Satie &Johann Nepomuk Hummel
V- Music by Robert Schumann

All Choreography by Mark Morris

••••••••••••••••••
World Music/CrashArts presents:

HUUN HUURTU
Contact: Staff in the UROP Office, 7-104, x3-7306, <urop@mit.edU>.For
additional details, please see the Eloranta website, <web.mit.edu/e/oranto/>.

Deadline: April 4, 2003.

Friday, March 14, 8:00pm
Somerville Theater Davis Square
Hailing from Tuva, an autonomous Russian republic on the border of Mongolia, Huun Huur Tu perform an otherworldly vocal
technique called khoomei in Tuvan, or "overtone singing" in
English - a single vocalist produces two or three notes simultaneously.

•

• Depledge Numbers Reflect Residence System Changes
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By Lauren E. leBon
ASSOCIATE

NEWS EDITOR

An increase in the number of
students who depledged fraternities
suggests that a few kinks remain in
MIT's
new residence
system,
though few students transferred
between dormitories.
Lawrence W. Colagiovanni '04,
the president of the Interfraternity
Council, estimates that around 50
students depledged fraternities last
fall.
that number. comes from the
between 290 to 300 students that
Colagiovanni said pledged a fraternity this year. The number of
. pledges is down from around 350 in
previous years.
Colagiovanni said that the number of depledges was higher than in
previ<?us years, but that the difference was not dramatic. "Since people are paying attention to the numbers [this year], it seems like it's a
lot more," Colagiovanni said.
David N. Rogers, assistant dean
. and director of fraternities, sorori-

•

ties, and independent living groups
was more optimistic about the direction of the number of students who
would depledge. "Last semester, we
knew of 35 [depledges] and there
coul4 be more for a variety of reasons," he said.
Rogers said that though the hard
numbers are not available
yet,
depledge numbers are likely to be
lower than usual. In previous years,
most freshmen depledged because
they were living in a fraterhity
house that they did not feel fit
them. This year, that factor is
absent, and freshmen are depledging for reasons such as medical or
religious restrictions
over which
the fraternities have no control, he.
said.
The fraternities hope to have a
firm list of pledge and depledge
numbers by April 1.
Many fraternities
planned to
begin recruiting
upperclassmen
more heavily to make up for the
loss of fteshmen pledges. However,
the fraternities only received abou~

half a dozen
upperclassman
pledges. Out of these, only one
moved into a fraternity
house,
Rogers said.
"We need to get out of the freshman mentality; there are plenty of
sophomores, and even juniors, who,
given the chance, would join a fraternity or sorority," Rogers said.
Rush chairs seem open to the
possibility of recruiting upperclassmen. "We've never been exclusive
as far as recruiting," said Zeta Psi
Rush Chair Ian P. Spivey '05.
"Since fewer freshmen joined this
year there might be more sophomores who want to join next year,"
'he said.
.
Few change dorms
Between Aug. 30 and Dec. 20,
2002, 44 students r~quested a dorm
reassignment.
Of these, 29 were
reassigned to new dorms, and ten
cancelled their requests. By January
of 2003, five students were not yet
reassigned,
said Denise Vallay,
assistant director of undergraduate,

M~
3
Gala Tickets on
Sale
Lobby 10

Multicultural
MardiGru
Celebration
7-9:30 PM
Walker Memorial

10

9

16
Spanish Mass
-IPM
MITChapel

Study Break
Latino Cultural
Center
9PM-10PM
17
Festival de las
Americas
Lobby 10
llAM-1PM

Almuerzo
Wl12-3PM

required all freshmen to live on
campus. The new lotteries were
designed to "provide liquidity" and
to allow students to move easily
among dorms, according to a January 2003 report prepared by the
Residence System Implementation
Team
Sorority recruitment a success
Kaya Gerberich, the coordinator
for fraternities, sororities, and living
g..oup's, said that "our numbers are
very similar from last year, and
we're having better retention," Gerberich said.
Rogers said that the Panhellenic
Association did "very well" with
this spring's recruitment. The sororities received roughly
100 bid
acceptances, about 20 fewer than
last fall, Rogers said.
The Panhellenic Association is
not as concerned about reduced
pledge numbers as fraternities
because, unlike fraternities, sororities do not rely on freshmen pledges
to fill vacancies in houses.

LcU:1.Ht& 2003

Miercoles

Martes

Lones

Inauguration of
Latino Cultural
Center
llAM-lOPM

Jueves

4
5
SHPE General
Gala Tickets on
Meeting
Sale
5:4S-7PM
Student Center
4-231
Peticula: Como
Agua Para
Cbocolate
6PM4-237
12
II
Make Your Own
PelfcuJa: Midaq
Burrito Study
Alley
6PM 4-370
Break
Bexley Basement
7-9PM
19
18
SHPE General
Colloquium
Meeting
C%mbill: The
5:45-7PM
Best Kept Secret
4-231
5PM4-23l

htto:llweb.mit.edulmeslatino/www
Sabado

Viemes

6
ocbe Caliente
Gala
8PM-Midnight
La Sala de Puerto
Rico

Domingo

8

7
MAES Science
Extravaganza
IOAM-3PM

TGIF
OME3-4PM

LUChA
BBQ
14

13

15
LUChA
Symposium
TBA

LUChA
Symposium
TBA

21

22

28
SPRING BREAK

29

20
Pelfcula: Y tu
Mama Tambien
6PM 4.370

BSU Affinnative
Action March

24
SPRING BREAK

•

summer residential services, and
guest housing.
These numbers include regular
requests. for housing changes as well
as the requests in the new December
adjustment lottery.
"It's hard to compare [this year~s
numbers to last year's numbers],
due to the many changes in the
assignments process and lotteries,
plus we have vacancies this year in
many of the dorms," Vallay said ..
More students are able to transfer between dormitories because of
the vacancies. "There are more people moving, but there were the same
number of requests," she said .
The inter-dormitory transfers did
not show any specific trends, nor
did anyone dorm show large losses.
However, Vallay said that there
were many students moving from
west campus to east campus and
vice-versa.
The new end-of-term lotteries
have been implemented
as the
result 'of a 1999 report
by
Lawrence
S. Bacow
'72 that

25
SPRING BREAK

Students
Fly for Less!
Exclusive Low Fares on the US Airways Shuttle@

for Student Advantage Members!
Iii U'S AIRWAYS

N.Y.C.
D.C.

$49
$ 79

Fares are one-way based on required roundtrip purchase from Boston Logan to
New York LaGuardia or Ronald Reagan Washington National.

Fares shown are one-way based on roundtrip trovel on the US Nrwoys Shuttle originotingfrom Boston logan airport (BOS). Fares are valid for trovel now
through May 31, 2003 and may be used Mon. - Fri. between 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM ET,and after 7:00 PM ET,and all day Sat - Sun. Standby travel
on alternate flights is not allowed under any circumstances. A Saturday night stay is required. Tickets must be purchased online via the Student
Advantage member link found ot studentodvantoge.com/usairways
and electronic ticketing through usairways.com is required. Tickets must be
purchased at least 7 days in advance and within 24 hours of making reservations. Maximum stay is 15 days. Reser:vations must be made prior to ticket
Issuance. Travel must be via a valid route on the USNrways Shuttle, must begin and end in the some city, and circle trips, enroute stopovers, and open
jaw tickets are not permitted. Fpres shown include the 7.5% U.S. Federal transportation excise tax. All passengers are responsible for payment of
up to $20 in odditionalgovemment taxes, fees and charges, including the September 11th security fee of up to $5. Specific taxes, fees, and surCharges may
vary due to itineraries, and/or statutory or regulatofy changes. Seats ovoiloble for certain fares are capac!'>' cantrolled and may be limited/unavailable for
certain flights or dotes. Offer connot be used with previously purchased tickets or with any ather US Nrways or US Nrwoys Shuttle promotion. Tickets
become nonrefundable 24 hours after making initial reservation, and under certain conditions may be changed for a minimum $100 fee. If changes are
not made prior to midnight of the deport1Jre dote of eac::h flight. the entire remaining tid<et willhove no further value. lower fares may be availoble in some
mortets. Fares are subject to change or offer may be withdrawn Without notice. Travel services are not guaranteed. Other tenns and conditions may apply.
* Offer subject to change.
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SPORTS
Gymnasts Victorious
In Last Meet of Year
By Caitlin Dwyer-McNaily
TEAM CAPTAIN

Winning isn't everything, but it
certainly feels good.
The MIT gymnastics team hosted
a three-team
meet
against Springfield and
the University of Vermont on March 1. It
was a unique meet in
that both the men's and
women's teams from all three schools
competed against each other. Since
this competition was the last regular
season meet for the women's team,
the seniors on the team were honored
by their coaches and fellow teammates.
With their families and friends
there to support them, they were put
last in the line-ups of each event. All
five seniors, Tanya I. Burica, Deborah
J. Dryer, Caitlin P. Dwyer-McNally,
M. Carrie Garceau and Lindsey L.
Wolf have completed successful
four-year athletic careers. There isn't
a better way to end a season than
breaking a school record and beating
a team that you've never beaten
before.
The overall team mark fell for the
fourth meet in a row and is now at
182.025.
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Susannah M. Dorfman '05 scores a touch on Yale folllst Justine Aw In Saturday's Intercollegiate
Fencing Association championships at Boston College. Dorfman finished fourth In the women's
foil Individual competition, and helped lead the women's team to finish third out of 12 competing
schools, behind Princeton and Columbia.

Figure Skating Collects 9 Medals
By Diana Cheng
TEAM MEMBER

The MIT figure skating team's
eight skaters earned a total of nine
medals at the United States Figure
Skating Association's
intercollegiate
figure
skating competition
on Saturday, March 1,
2003 held at Boston
University.
Skaters from 17 universities on
the East coast competed in the last
of three qualifying intercollegiate
competitions
this season, for the
top three team spots to compete at
the National Intercollegiate
Team
Figure Skating Championships
at
the University of Denver on March
28-30. Delaware, Dartmouth, and
Cornell earned those spots. MIT's
team is currently too small to qualify for nationals and placed eighth,
but the individuals
on the team
fared well against
the other
skaters.
Pre-Intermediates
earn medals
Kristin M. Jonker '03 agreed to
skate at the Pre-Intermediate
A
level, though she was eligible to
compete at Pre-Intermediate
B,
since the team already had the
maximum of three entries for PreIntermediate B. She placed fifth in
the individual compulsory moves
after withdrawing
from her free
skate event because of sickness.
Jessica A. Eisenstein '06 earned
a silver medal in the Pre-Intermediate B Group B free skate with her
two-minute program to music from
the "Mask of Zorro" soundtrack.
Her artistry stems from her background in dance, and her power
comes from her cross-country running experience. She has a consistent camel-sit spin, with the sit spin
very low. She also placed second
at the Individual
Compulsory
Moves Group A event.
Delphine Dean G competed in
the Pre-Intermediate
B Group B,
where her free skate program
included
a circular
footwork
sequence with backwards power
.three-turns
and twizzles.
Her

camel spin has improved greatly
since the beginning of the season,
and she threw on a toe loop at the
end of her lutz for an extra jump
combination. She placed fourth in
this event, receiving her first individual medal. She used t.he same
footwork sequence for her individual compulsory moves and placed
fourth in Group B.
Diana S. Cheng '04 skated her
Pre-Intermediate
B program to a
medley from Les Miserab/es; the
program was choreographed by her
coach Cyndi Jackson '04 and classmate Margaret H. Cho '04. Her
program has several ballet attitude
positions in between her jumps,
and a straight-line
footwork
sequence.
She earned a pewter
medal in Group B.
Adriana Tajonar '06 skated to
the music of Benny Goodman's
"Sing, Sing, Sing" in her Pre-Intermediate C Group A free skate,
placing sixth. Her program has a
camel-change-camel
spin and ends
with a sit spin into a lunge.
Intermediate, junior level awards
In her first skating competition
for MIT, Amy R. Wu '06 placed
eighth in her Intermediate
free
skate to music from a trailer for
Lord of the Rings. Her Intermediate short program,
where she
placed sixth, was skated to the
music of Bolero from Moulin

Rouge.
At the junior level, Lindsay E.
Kuo '06 earned a bronze medal in
the free skate and a pewter medal
in the short program. Her short program was 2 minutes and 40 seconds to the music of Astor Piazolla's "Libertango,"
and included a
flying sit spin and two double
jumps.
Tech places in ice dance category
Sheila Tandon G skated the
swing dance in the Pre- Intermediate B solo ice dance event and
placed fifth. The swing dance is a
set pattern dance and is part of the
USFSA Pre-Bronze ice dance test.
It includes forward and backward

chasses, swing rolls, and mohawks.
On Saturday,
March 15, the
MIT figure skating club will hold
its annual exhibition at Johnson
Rink featuring
team members,
national and international competitors, and skaters from the MIT
community.
Admission
to the
exhibition is free.

po t her season high at 9.275.
At the halfway point in the meet
MIT led the competition with 89.875
to Vermont's 88.525 and Springfield's 88.30.

Floor goes weD for MIT
The second half of the meet was
just as exciting as the first half. MIT
moved on to beam and Springfield to
floor exercise; Vennont was on a bye.
Whitney E. Watson '05 led off for
the Engineers and hit a solid routine,
with a little extra spirit, posting a
9.275. Freshman
Francesca
E.
Demeo, who has been very consistent
this year, performed well on the beam
for a score of 9.35. This pleased both
her teammates and coaches as well as
her fans from her former gym.
Merritt Tam put up the best routine of the meet, showing everyone ...
exactly why she placed second at
nationals on beam last year. Tam
scored an impressive 9.70. The rest of
the beam team counted one fall each,
but helped the teani towards a season
high score on beam of 45.70. While
MIT was on beam, the Springfield
women were hitting their floor routines and tallied a 46.575 as VennOI~t
finished on beam with a 44.875 score.
On the last rotation
of the
evening, Springfield missed more
MIT starts strong on vault
routines then they hit on beam and
The lady Engineers started on , even though MIT did not have their
vault, posting a solid score of 44.5
best floor day, the team still came
highlighted by sophomore Whitney
away with a 46.450 total. Junior
E. Watson's tuck tsuk, and sophoCindy Chung posted the highest floor
more Merritt S. Tam's tucked
score of the night with a 9.575. She
yurchenko. Springfield led off on
now holds four out of the top 10
bars managing only a 42.425, while
highest flO<.>r
scores in MIT's history.
Vennont started with a bye.
Tanya Burka also performed on the
The second rotation proved to be 'floor, using a dance piece she recenta turning point in the meet: MIT postly choreographed for a circus school
audition.
.
ed an all-time high score on the
uneven bars with a 45.375. After
The stage is set for a showdown at
many years of struggling on bars, it's
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference East Regional competition,
been nice to see the team put up consistent high scoring routines this year.
which will be hosted by SUNY -CortSenior Carrie Garceau increased
land on Friday, March 14 at 1 p.m.
the difficulty of her routine, and even
That meet will detennine not only the
after a "surprise" dismount scored
conference and regional champions,
but also the four teams advancing to
8.80. Ashley R. Rothenberg '05 also
displayed new skill, allowing her to the National Championships.
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Nick Sideinik '05 swims the butterfly portion of the men's ~yard
Individual medley In the NEWMAC Men's Championships. Sidelnik won the competition with a time of 4:05.62. The Engineers
won with a score of 920, over Coast Guard Academy's 149 and Springfield College'S 263.

Samuel N. Korb '05 (left) gets .
entangled with Princeton epeeist
Soren Thompson after an attempted fleche at Saturday'S Intercollegiate Fencing Association championships at Boston, College. Korb
finished sixth In the Individual
men's epee competition, leading
the epee squad to a fourth place
finish out of 11 schools.

